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Wet 
artly cloudy, windy, 
owers, high riear 82. 
Garbage art 
One man's junk is another 
man's treasure. 
Winter ball 
Eastern product Stan Royer 
heads for Puerto Rico. 
Angstrom gives a demonstration on owls at a recent zoology 
in the life science building. 
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UPI walks out of negotiations. 
By JILL BAUTER 
Administration editor 
Although the University 
Professionals of Illinois left the last 
session of contract negotiations 
because representatives felt no 
progress was made, a Board of 
Governors , spokeswoman said 
Wednesday that the board is still 
hopeful for a settlement. 
The UPI is the union that repre-
sents faculty at Eastern and the four 
other Board of Governors universi-
ties, including Chicago State, 
Governors State, North-eastern and 
Western Illinois. 
"We see some progress," said 
Michelle Brazell, BOG spokes-
woman, adding that the BOG is 
perhaps more hopeful for a settle-
ment than the UPI. "We do not 
believe we're at an impasse." 
UPI President Mitch Vogel said 
negotiations "weren't going any-
where" Monday and the union does 
not plan to negotiate with the BOG 
again without a mediator present. 
Vogel said he has already signed 
an application for mediation, and 
has submitted it to the BOG to sign 
when it is ready for mediation. 
Although the BOG has not 
agreed to mediation at this point, 
Brazell said they would not resist it. 
·"We 're still talking and exchanging 
proposals," said Brazell, adding 
that BOG representatives and Vogel 
had been negotiating over the 
phone. 
Vogel said the two groups must 
have a mediator, and the UPI must 
give five days notice before a strike 
can occur. However, he is also 
hopeful for a settlement. 
"I hope we resolve this thing 
very quickly, especially for the sake 
of students and UPI members," 
Vogel said. He added that the BOG 
-has warned that a strike would 
"impose terrible hardship on stu-
dents." 
Although the BOG has not yet 
given any details of how a strike 
. would affect students, Brazell said 
strike guidelines do exist and the 
BOG has been working on a plan to 
deal with the strike. 
"We do not want to alarm peo-
ple," added Brazell. However, she 
said, the BOG will "not be caught 
unprepared." · 
Vogel said he believed the BOG 
"hasn't given (a strike) much 
thought yet" because they are still 
hoping for a settlement. 
Psychology professor submits resignation 
By RANA WOODSON 
Staff intern 
Eastern psychology Professor Gary Holt, who 
pleaded guilty to one count of mail fraud, has 
requested a leave of absence and has resigned 
from the university. 
Holt, who has taught at Eastern for 19 years, 
pleaded guilty to charges of defrauding the 
Illinois Department of Public Aid of $362,467.76 
in illegal Medicaid payments. He now faces a 
possible sentence of five years in· prison, a 
$250,000 fine (or both) and restitution. 
"Professor Gary Holt requested a leave of 
absence from his position as a professor of psy-
chology at Eastern as of Monday, Oct. 21, and has 
submitted his resignation effective at the end of 
this fall semester," said Art Tate, director of uni-
versity relations. "President Rives has 'approved 
both requests." 
"He requested a leave of absence until Dec. 14, 
and that it was his intentions to resign thereafter,'; 
said Fred Yaffee, psychology department chair. 
Other full-time professors will divide up Holt's 
•Continued on page 2 
rary employee: Sometimes the smoke gets so thick it's unbearable 
one. 
August, people in and around 
ibrary have had to put up with tar 
fumes resulting from roof repairs. 
y Wednesday, the fumes had 
upstairs to the north lobby. 
smell) is really bad today," said 
in the reference room who wished 
in anonymous. "Everybody else 
their share of fumes and we 're 
"I think that the workers leave at 2:30 
p.m. today and when they do, (the north 
lobby) will open its windows and tum on 
the fans to clear the air some," the refer-
ence clerk said. "The people downstairs 
have been putting up with the smell the 
majority of the time, but (Wednesday) 
was just really the worst we have had it 
in the north lobby." 
Booth Library will continue to change 
from day to day and hour to hour. Since 
the inhalation of fumes from the roofing 
materials may results in respiratory tract 
irritation and other health problems, it is 
advisable to seek fresh air if any notice-
able irritation occurs." 
"This can't be safe," said Sus an 
Eisenhour, a library technical assistant. 
"Sometimes the smoke from the tar in the 
library gets ·so thick, it's unbearable," 
added Carol Winkleblack, another library 
technical assistant. 
The influx of students studying in the 
library doesn't seem to be affected by the 
tar fumes, Winkleblack said. "I haven't 
seen any more or less st.udents in the 
library." 
Students studying in and passing by 
the library seemed to share the attitudes 
of the library staff. "We just have to deal 
with it," Winkleblack said. 
"The smell is annoying when you first 
walk in the door, but you just get used to 
it the longer· you stay here," said junior 
finance major.Mike Roesell. ·ng our share of the odor. 
Industrial Roofing Co., from 
, has been removing the library's 
A letter by Campus Safety officer 
Gene Hackett stated, "the project has at 
least three more weeks to go and due to 
the changing wind directions and other 
weather conditions, as well as changing 
work patterns, the affected areas of the 
"It has been a long day and we've had 
to send some people home because of 
some sinus problems," Winkleblack said. 
"I think the smell is disgusting and I 
want to hurry up with m·y work so I don't 
y roof to replace it with a new 
" Continued on page 2 
on p·roposal may increase middle-class financial aid 
e may be a glimmer of 
financ~al aid benefits 
die-class students if a 
al introduced by U.S. 
aul Simon makes it 
the legislative process. 
telephone conference 
day afternoon, Simon 
ed a proposed student 
e program that would 
the federal aid issue~ 
the Pell Grant to mid- . 
me students attending 
community and private 
ities. The grant would 
from the current zero 
ailable to middle-class 
students to $2,000 during the 
four-year period. 
The income earnings, as stat-
ed in a press release issued by 
Simon, categorizes middle-
income earnings at $35,000, 
lower-class at $17 ,500 and the 
upper-class at $70,000. 
However, the middle-income 
families won't be the sole recip-
ients of increased Pell Grants as 
lower-income students will also 
see an increase. 
Lower-income students at-
tending public universities will 
receive an increase in Pell Grant 
money from $8,400 to $10,800. 
The upper-income students 
would still not be eligible for 
Pell Grant money under the pro-
posed plan. 
One other limit on the amount 
of money a student can receive 
is the cost of attendance at the 
specific university. 
For example, the set tuition 
for a middle-income student at a 
public university needs to be at 
least $5,500 for a student to 
receive the loan or Pell Grant 
benefits, according to a press 
release issued by Simon. Private 
universities' tuition would have 
to be set at $12,400 per year, the 
release added. 
"It (the program) would pay 
for schools like SIU (Southern 
Illinois University), ISU 
(Illinois State University) and 
Eastern," Simon said. "But, it 
won't really pay for Northwest-
ern or University of Chicago." 
This is due to the difference in 
tuition costs for each university, 
he added. 
Besides Pell Grant money, the 
plan will also give student assis-
tance through the Income-
Dependent Education Assistance 
program, also proposed for the 
1994-95 academic year. 
"The program will give a 13.7 
percent increase in the number 
of people receiving assistance," 
Simon said. 
The IDEA credit would 
• Continued on page 2 
2 · 
P. E. secretary 
named employee 
of the month 
. By EVETTE PEARSON 
Campus editor 
Psychology 
Ruthann Robinson, secre-
tary for the physical educa-
tion department at Eastern, 
has been named the universi-
ty's Employee of the Month. 
Robinson is the administra-
tive secretary for department 
Chair Phoebe Church and 
provides support for 53 full 
and part-time faculty in phys-
ical education. 
"The students make my job 
interesting," said Robinson, 
who said she also has very 
-Supportive co-workers. 
"Ruthann is an extremely 
efficient, dedicated and reli-
able member of our depart-
ment. 
"Her positive attitude 
reflects in everything she 
does," Church said. 
Robinson, of Charleston, is 
a part-time student at both 
Eastern and Lakeland College 
in Mattoon. 
Those eligible for employ-
ee of the month are any full-
time civil service employees 
who have passed their initial 
six-month probationary peri-
od, except those currently 
serving on the selection com-
mittee. 
Anyone can nominate a 
candidate for employee of the 
month. 
•From page 1 
current class load, he added. 
Yaffee said he did not know 
why Holt asked to resign, but 
added that the loss will lead to 
opportunities. 
"We've had a numerous 
Library 
., From page 1 
have to stay here so long," 
added junior elementary educa-
tion major Kristen Smith. 
"I've been here every night 
and the smell really doesn't 
affect me that much," said Tom 
Wilhelm, junior marketing 
Simon 
•From page 1 
replace the current guaranteed 
student loan programs and set up 
an account for students to receive 
financial assistance for up to 
$6,500 for college freshmen and 
sophomores, $8,000 for other 
undergraduates and up to $11,000 
per year for graduate students, 
Simon said. The total credit limit . 
allowed under the program is 
$70,000 per student. he added. 
Simon said money for the plan 
will be generated from the cur-
rent annual spending in the guar-
anteed student loan program of 
$2.7 billion, and will also elimi-
nate the money promised to the 
banks by the Higher Education 
Act. 
According to Simon, the IDEA 
OPEN Billiard Bar 
& 
Restaurant 
345-7849 Sttx 
Daily 11-2 
Beer Garden Open 
Daily 
Lunch - BLT Sandwich with Chips $2. 75 
Dinner - Muchos Nachos $2.95 
BLACK HAWK 7:35 PM 
32 oz. Premium Black Hawk Beers $2.60 
Old Chicago Premium Bear $1.25 
20 oz. Premium Beer $1.60 
Stoli & Mixer $2.25 
Shots- "The Big Four" CJR-BN $2.50 
Pool is 50¢ 'til 9PM - 75¢ after 9PM 
Live DJ 
NO COVER! 
Big Screen TV 
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amount of retirements in the 
past two years. This is an oppor-
tunity of transitions as well as a 
time of difficultness," Yaffee 
said. "It is a loss and it is an 
opportunity to continue to build 
the department." 
major. 
As Krissi Wood, a freshman 
psychology major, passed by the 
library she looked at the tar 
bucket and curled up her nose, 
but said, "I guess most of the 
students are used to it by now 
since we've had to endure it for 
credit would be available to any 
college student and would strictly 
be "income contingent" as far as 
paying back the accounts. 
"Unlike the Stafford loans the 
pay back depends on income," 
Simon said. "It (the plan) will 
make it a lot easier for college 
students." 
Under the plan, student's 
would not be required to begin 
making payments on the loan 
until they are employed, and the 
collection would be made 
through income taxes. 
Simon said he hopes that by 
having the Internal Revenue 
Service taking care of the collec-
tion of pay back money, the rate 
of student defaults will decrease. 
The current default rate stands at 
$3.8 billion, he added. 
Holt refused to answer any 
questions and refused to confirm 
statements made by Tate and 
Yaffee. 
He also questioned the relia-
bility of the information and 
said, "I think you need to talk to 
so long." 
Despite all of the complaints 
and sickness, some agree that in 
the end, it all may be worth it. 
"Before, when it rained, we 
had to run around with wastepa-
per baskets to catch the falling 
water," Winkleblack said. 
Simon said he expects opposi-
tion from the banks regarding the 
proposed plan since they are cur-
rently the primary collection ser-
vice of student loans. 
"When you go up against the 
banks, you're going against some 
powerful people," Simon said, 
adding that the banks make a $1 
billion per year profit on the col-
lection of student accounts. "We 
have a choice of subsidizing the 
banks or students, I choose subsi-
dizing the students." 
Simon added that the proposed 
program will save the federal 
government money, since the 
overall plan will leave virtually 
no student loan defaults. 
Simon's plan is set to go up 
before the U.S subcommittee 
Thursday. "I'm likely to win 
the president," referr 
Eastern President Stan Ri 
Holt is scheduled for 
ing on Dec. 27 before 
Judge Harold Baker of 
District Court in Danville. 
"We've even had to 
from other departments 
the leaks would be so 
Eisenhour added. 
"This new roof con 
put all of this to a hault 
even be worth it," Wi 
said. 
there," Simon said. He a 
the plan ·will then proc 
full committee. 
Besides Eastern, 
Wednesday phone con 
included student press re 
tives throughout Illinois~ 
ing University of Illi 
Champaign, Bradley U 
Illinois State Uni 
Southern Illinois at Edw 
Southern Illinois at C 
Loyola University in 
University of Cl 
Northwestern University, 
Illinois University and 
Illinois University. 
"Ideally I would have 
talk to college presidents 
dents about the plan befo 
introduced Tuesday," Si 
· .. •. · .. 
Freak Ou 
your 
........ Qe~~un~ to place, 
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.Friends 
with Ghoulish 
Greetings in a 
Halloween Boo! 
Thurs., Oct. 31st 
15 words and your choice of 
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Each Additional Word 15¢ 
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tudent Senate backs UPI in talks 
The Student Senate passed a 
lution at its regular meeting 
esday supporting the facul-
in their continuing contract 
otiations with the Board of 
emors. 
e senate resolution stated 
Eastern students "recognize 
quality of the faculty they 
ive their education from," 
also recognize that the "fac-
at Eastern are some of the 
est paid university profes-
s in the state of Illinois." 
e resolution also states the 
em of an impending strike. 
bereas the students of 
m are concerned about the 
ects of a faculty strike on 
·r education and the image 
quality of Eastern and feel a 
e would be detrimental," the 
ate supports the faculty's 
otiations. 
embers of the University 
fessionals of Illinois, which 
he union that represents 
m and the four other BOG 
ersities, are currently meet-
with the BOG in efforts to 
tiate a new contract. Sixty-
percent of Eastern faculty 
ng to the UPI. 
The BUG is the governing 
body of Eastern, Chicago State, 
Governors State, Northeastern, 
and Western Illinois. 
In its contract negotiations, 
the union is seeking salary equi-
ty with faculty nationwide, 
maintenance of that equity once 
it is achieved, reimbursement 
for increased health care costs 
and access to an early retirement 
plan available to other state 
employees. 
A motion to table the resolu-
tion for further student body 
input and research by seven sen~ 
ate members was denied, said 
member Lilian Marks. 
Student Body President 
Martha Price said slie did not 
recommend a tabling of the res-
olution because the situation has 
been ongoing and students are 
aware of the situation. . 
"I'm getting reamed out (by 
students) asking when the 
Student Senate is going to do 
something concerning (the 
negotiations)," Price added. 
"It's moving very quickly and 
it's important for students to 
make a statement," said member 
Dave Kinsey. 
"They are a good faculty. 
Students I've talked to think the 
Student Senate should support 
our faculty in some way," 
Kinsey added. "It's sort of like a 
buddy system (between the fac-
ulty and students)." 
Before the resolution was 
passed, the senate had an open-
question period concerning the 
effect of a strike on students, in 
which there were few answers 
given by the senate. 
Brett Gerber, chief of staff, 
said the reason for so few 
answers is that there is no set 
policy on what action the uni-
versity takes in the event of a 
strike. 
"I think the meditations will 
find a common ground," Gerber 
said. 
Kinsey added that in the joint 
Student-Faculty Senate commit-
tee, faculty members were "talk-
ing of more of a middle ground 
being met, not just a strike." 
Kristy Koch, executive vice 
president said, "I hope the 
Faculty Senate realizes we are 
just as knowledgeable on cam-
pus issues with this resolution, 
and the·Student Senate does find 
out the facts and take action." 
"The Student Senate presenta-
tion at last week's BOG meeting 
was a success," Koch added. 
Swish! 
Freshman Aaron Vogel, Joe Runtz and Brian Dicrenzo enjoy the warm 
days.shooting hoops by Carman Hall basketball courts Wednesday. 
ouble duty 
Mocktails contest a success 
for BACCHUS, participants 
By CASSIE SIMPSON 
Activities editor 
Hall with their Stevenson Spirit 
drink. 
stern dean moves into academic affairs post 
The first Mocktail Contest, an 
activity celebrating Alcohol 
Awareness Week, was a definite 
success, according to Lynette 
Drake, director of orientation 
and coordinator of Alcohol and 
Drug Information. 
The names of some of the 
other drinks were just as cre-
ative. How would you like a 
BSU Delight, Witch's Brew, 
Lawson Ink or NRHH's One 
Percent Proof? arbara Hill is holding down jobs these days. 
, who has been dean of the 
ege of Applied Sciences 
1984, began her duties as 
vice president for academ-
airs Monday. At the same 
she is still in charge of the 
e, where an acting dean has 
be named. 
he's actually keeping afoot 
th worlds," outgoing Vice 
ident for Academic Affairs 
rt Kindrick said. "It is my 
to get (the acting dean of 
ied sciences) appointment 
by Oct. 31." 
· drick announced his resig-
n from Eastern last month, 
live Dec. 1, because he has 
ted an equivalent position at 
niversity of Montana. He is 
ntly sharing vice presiden-
duties with Hill, he said 
y. 
'm making some decisions, 
I'm consulting with her on 
-range decisions," he said. 
· I said Martha Brown, asso-
dean of the college of 
'ed sciences, has stepped in 
taken over many of the 
's daily functions. 
Hill moves into her new 
'on, she will be entering an 
e that is in the process of 
replacing its two top administra- Council on Graduate Studies, are 
tors. As well as losing Kindrick cooperating in examining the 
to the University of Montana, the Study on Undergraduate Educa-
office lost its associate vice presi- ti on 's recommendations in 
dent when Charles Colbert was regards to academic majors, Hill 
selected vice president for busi- said. The 19_88 report was the 
ness affairs. precursor to the new undergradu-
HiU, whoiiaid an-acting-associ-- - ate-genemledacatitnrprogram. -
ate vice president for academic Hill did not say whether she 
affairs may be selected by Nov. would be interested in applying 
11, added the leadership transi- for the permanent vice president 
tion has not seriously affected the position. · 
office's daily operations. She said she applied for the 
"I don't think this transition acting position because, "I've 
causes a problem," Hill said. worked with every aspect of the 
It is customary for permanent academic affairs area. I felt it was 
administrative positions at the a profitable time to make a move 
vice presidential and associafe toward something I'd aspired to 
vice presidential levels to be do for many years." 
filled through nationwide search- Kindrick will actually leave 
es. Eastern Nov. 1, when he will use 
"I feel very comfortable now his accumulated vacation time to 
in working with the staff of the prepare for his move, he said. 
vice president's office in really The search for the acting dean 
addressing the concerns that are of applied sciences will be an 
in front of us," Hill added. internal one, Kindrick said. 
One of those concerns is Individuals who hold academic 
implementation of the new under- rank and have tenure or are 
graduate general education pro- tenure-track may apply, he added. 
gram, slated to be fully in place The university may not need to 
next fall. appoint a permanent dean, a 
I know we're in a critical peri- move that would require a na-
od," she said. "I do feel I have a tionwide search, because Hill 
good handle on the implementa- may elect to return to her post if 
tion process itself." she doesn't win or apply for the 
Currently, the three academic permanent vice presidential posi-
councils, the Council on Aca- tion, Kindrick added. "It's too 
demic Affairs, the Council on early to even speculate," 
Teacher Education and the Kindrick said. 
"It was fantastic. It was won-
derful: ';-Drake said: "We had 
eight groups who participated in 
the contest." She added that the 
groups were creative with their 
drinks, and came up with some 
"very interesting combinations." 
The three judges for the con-
test went from booth to booth 
tasting and testing the drinks. 
The participating groups made 
enough of their drinks to allow 
passers-by a taste. 
"We had over a hundred peo-
ple who wandered in and out 
over the hour," Drake said. 
The contest took place in 
Stevenson Hall Lobby Wednes-
day afternoon. 
Drake said the winner of the 
contest was Delta Sigma Theta, 
who named their drink Delta 
Creme Delight. 
"It was wonderful," Drake 
said of the drink, which had 
seven ingredients. 
Second place was a tie be-
tween the Resident Hall 
Association and Alpha Kappa 
Alpha. RHA's drink was called 
the Passionate Squeeze-RHA 
Style. 
Third place went to Stevenson 
Drake said the winner of the 
contest received an extra-large 
margarita glass with the engrav-
ing, "N.C.A.A.W. Mocktail 
Contest Winners Eastern Illinois 
University Winner." 
Also at the contest was a 
"Know Your Limit Scale," 
which is color-coded by weight 
for the number of drinks your 
body can process in a two-hour 
time limit and still stay within 
the legal limits. 
"Vice President (for Student 
Affairs Glenn) Williams came 
by and tasted some of the drinks 
and tried out the scale," Drake 
said. 
Activities in store for 
Thursday include a flower 
memorial a information tables, 
which are both set up in the 
walkway of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union, and 
the DUI graveyard in the South 
Quad. 
Drake added that BACCHUS, 
which stands for Boost Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning the 
Health of University Students, 
and the Alcohol Awareness 
Week committee have a special 
surprise in store for students on 
Thursday. 
THE GENTLEMEN OF KAPPA DELTA RHO 
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO THEIR 
INFORMAL RUSH TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M. 
at 719 Lincoln {Across from 7-11) · 
75 For rides COME ANP 
• and info. HELP MAKE 
Call THE 
348-0783 DIFFERENCE 
o:~; Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1991 
Students should 
welcome return 
of the Gus Bus 
Hettinger ex-plains the purpose of 'the WS 
The existence of a definite · discuss topics relevant to Eastern students in 
liberal bias in the media is no dance and their impact on the majority. The 
longer a disputed fact. Instead, sentence of this statement read: "This organ! 
the debate has. moved on to is not anti-minority in any way." Any further 
focus on the degree to which munications to media reps were constrained 
the media is slanted to the left. answering sufficiently specific questions with 
Countless books attempting to obtained thus far in the test. The question 
expose this problem have been media rep asked was if membership to the 
written by some of the most was open to students of all races. Yes w 
prominent representatives of answer every time. It is important to note th 
the right wing. Unfortunately, WSU claimed to assume an informational rol 
many of these writers have pre- Doug representational as was almost always report 
sented arguments strong I the media. All communications the WSU mad Hett nger enough to reaffirm the views of the media are supported by verifiable, tangibl 
conservatives but too weak to dence. This tangible evidence consists of reco 
spur a large number of defections from the liberal and dictation of interviews; dictation were 
camps. This failure can best be attributed to the fact when the other party was deemed unlikely to 
that most all of these studies attempted to analyze explicit consent to being recorded. 
the media treatment given to major political On Oct. 15 step three was executed by su 
events; the Iran-Contra affair is currently the most ting an ambiguous but forseeably provocative 
frequently analyzed event. The basic problem inher- ment to be run the next day in the "campus 
ent to these types of analyses is that they attempt section of The News. The statement announ 
to draw a simple conclusion - that the media is lib- WSU had opted to change its format. The n 
eral biased to the nth degree - from a very complex per did not run the announcement in the 
situation. section, claiming the form submitted con 
For the past two months I have been working either illegible or conflicting information. The 
under the direct supervision of a conservative, New tocopy of the form, which I retained as evi 
England-based research institute ("Think-Tank"), on proves this allegation was false. It is impo 
a study being conducted by its media research note at this point that the WSU maintained its 
department. The department's study consists of a as a "going concern" as The News did run the 
number of tests designed to isolate .ind expose the ment announcing the change in format on the 
media's bias for the left. Tests like the one I am in page. 
Gus will return! the process of completing are being or have been Step four of the procedure consisted of all 
The Gus Bus will be returning to the streets administered in an assortment of regions of the U.S. munications made the WSU with media reps 
of Charleston to safely transport Eastern stu- based in population characteristics such as the quent to the announcement cited in step 
mean age, mean income, racial composition and above. The only statement volunteered by the 
dents to and from the bars in an effort to curb other characteristics, all of which are objectively to media reps inquiring about the statement 
drunk driving. measured by the U.S. Census Bureau. The individu- verbatim reading of the form originally. subml 
The lnterfraternity Council and Student al tests are merely documented accounts of the The News on Oct. 15. Any further communl 
Government hatched the idea for the Gus Bus media's reactions to the establishment of organiza- made were also subject to the constraint men 
last year, the purpose being to safely trans- tions it is likely to perceive as majority dominated in step two above. 
port students home from the bars and to pro- and conservative. By keeping the tests as simple Step five involved the WSU's demand! 
vide a safe alternative to driving drunk or rid- and controlled as possible, it is hoped that the pre- retractions from the seven media organizatl 
viously mentioned problems of past studies can be of which were newspapers, that made bla 
ing with a drunk driver. avoided and thus more meaningful and verifiable false statements concerning the status of the 
This program is actually conclusions can be drawn from the study as a nlzatlon. Each call for a retraction started 
Edit rl I one that looks out for the whole. The test that I recently administered at polite request, which may have been followed Q a · s~fety and provides a Eastern can, for purposes of explanation, be sum- threat of litigation. Obviously, the demand 
-------- form. of protection for stu- marized as essentially a five-step procedure. only be escalated to the next level if the 
dents. Step one Involved announcing the formation of a level was refused. The purpose of this step 
How many ,other student-oriented pro- White Student Union at Eastern on Sept. 27. The essentially, to determine the general wlllln 
th ? fictJtip.l\S organization, announced its~ first m~e~in~ ..,. ,r;rt7d}a ~~ganizations to C<;>ntradict their own 
grams can say e same would be Oct. 2 and that it would adopt a weekly ' oti~ reports lh order tb''reveal the truth. 
The Gus Bus program was such· a success · -·meeting forfl)at. R~a(ie,l'S' d~sir;lng- mor~ . lnfottnatlon·~•.;demands. for rettat.tions are.supported by di 
last year that other organizati9ns are adding about the WSU were instructed to call me at home. as grants of explicit consent for recordings of 
their support to the program. The Student The announcement was made using the same chan- conversations seemed quite unlikely. 
Action Team voted Monday to add its sup- nel as many other university groups for similar Currently, I am In the finishing stages of 
port to the program. announcements, the "ca~pus clips" section of The all of the aforementioned tangible evidence 
However the question has been raised Dally Eastern News. It ls important to note that the piled chronologically Into one transcript 
' · Imperative that the name of the organization Is slg- entire test. All chronologically Into one tran 
whether or not th~ .~us Bu~ program really nificant in itself. It was Imperative that the name of the entire test. All names of people will be d 
promotes respons1b1hty or if it actually pro- the organization be a "mirror-Image" of a name the from this transcript, which will then be subml 
motes excessive drinking. media has previously shown indifference or favor the institute. Their researchers will then co 
Isn't a good idea for students to have the towards. So, in a nutshell an organization bearing a the transcripts with the actual media publl 
opportunity to be able to safely catch a ride name that was previously acceptable to the media, related to it and draw the appropriate cond 
home, rather than being forced to take a bu.t which the same media would forseeably per- Results of all t.he tests co~pri.sing the study 
chance by driving while intoxicated or by rid- ~e1ve ~o be a feat~er of the right wing, was estab- then be comp1~ed by the ~nst.1t~te and the 
. . . ltshed m a conventional manner. noteworthy points of the md1v1dual tests 
mg with a drunk dnver? . Step two consists of all communications I, acting appear as excerpts In the institute's publlcatl 
Most students who nde the bus are stu- as spokesman for the WSU, made to media organi- the study. The only compensation I received 
dents who would have found another way to zations between Sept. 29 and Oct. 15. Eleven participation was a free newsletter (in which 
get to the bars if the Gus Bus were not avail- newspapers, three radio stations and two television learned of this study) and potential admission 
able. Some of those rides could have been stations called with inquires about the WSU. The junior associate to the prestigious organization. 
disastrous. only statement volunteered by the WSU to any 
Bar owners last year voiced their support media r~presen~ative was a prewritten statement 
f th. G B ' ' d d t that basically said the purpose of the WSU was to o e us us program an agree o pay 
the $25 an hour rate to contract the bus. The 
support. of a few of those owners turned out 
to be only superficial, as the money never 
showed up. 
This year a new system of payment has 
been worked out. We urge local bar owners 
to throw their financial support, along with 
their vocal support, behind this program, as 
they should take a large measure of the 
responsibility for keeping their patrons out of 
their cars after they have been drinking. 
People who criticize the Gus Bus program 
should look at the alternatives available. 
There are none. 
The return of the Gus Bus is a step in the 
right direction on curbing alcohol-related 
accidents and a positive step in promoting 
responsible drinking. 
I 
... ~: ...... 
In my opinion, it (Gus Bus) 
was the most popular 
program implerµented since 
I've been in college. 
' 
Brett Gerber 
Student Senate 
-Doug Hettinger a guest columnist for The 
Eastern News. 
. -.: :...:. ~· ~ : •.. ......... 
''. . . - ·:; . 
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roperty taxes may not be enough 
lutions to a 20-year increase in 
property taxes are proving 
d to find, according to City 
issioner John Winnett and 
or Wayne Lanman. 
its last meeting the Charleston 
Council passed a resolution 
approved dozens of individual 
levies, totaling more than $1.8 
lion for fiscal year 1991. 
ett hinted at the meeting that 
thing would have to be done 
" if larger increases were to be 
trend has produced a consis-
5 percent increase in local 
taxes each year, which is 
maximum allowable increase 
out holdin~ a public hearing, 
tt said at the meeting. 
ommittee 
hairs to be 
osen at HSU 
He added that the increase is 
intended to compensate for infla-
tion, and keep up with rising state 
requirements for the city's contribu-
tions to police and fire department 
pensions. 
''This (increase) has been going 
on for a while now. It's there about 
every year in the same amount to 
keep up with inflation and the pen-
sions," Winnett said. "The city 
clerk told me that in a year or so 
we're going to be in trouble. It (the 
money) is going to be gone." 
Winnett said no one has 
ipproached him with complaints so 
far. "~ haven't heard of anyone 
being too upset," he said. 
Winnett said that although the 
issue was not pressing, he does not 
have a specific solution in sight. 
"I really don't know what we'll 
do. I don't know whether we'll 
have to cut the police and fire or 
not," he added. "I think they have 
the highest pensions (of any city 
employees)." 
Winnett added that expenses 
associated with Charleston's ambu-
lance service are another reason for 
the increase. 
"The ambulance service costs a 
lot of money. I think several million 
dollars," he said. "I'm told we have 
the best equipment and the best 
EMTs. We're much better off than 
Mattoon." 
However, Wmnett said the prob-
lems are not limited to equipment 
and employees. 
"A lot of the people treated don't 
have any insurance. They can't pay 
their bills and we can't collect," 
Winnett said. "I know we can't pu~ 
a price on life, but its costing a lot." 
Opportunities 
Consolidated combination 
to yield over 50 new job·s 
Taken away 
e Hispanic Student Union By WILLIAM DUNNE According to Barr, the new 
1 select chairs for new com- Staff writer agreement will use the 
Bob Buikema, food service administrator, is being "arrested" by the 
Charleston Police Department as part of a fundraiser to collect 
money for the American Cancer Society. All bail money collected by 
Buikema was donated to the charity. , 
'ttees Tuesday in the Martin Consolidated Communications 
ther King Jr. University Consolidated Communi- operator service and southern 
ion, according to Karen cations operator services of New England's data base ser-
ina, HSU vice president. Mattoon is in the process of vices in a joint effort for current RHA to keep pledge, tree 
to be planted in quad 
edina said the new com- combining its services with an and potential customer service. 
ttes were for fundraising, East Coast telephone company. "If someone at Boston 
tural Diversity Week, schol- Peter Barr, director of promo- College wants to make a long-
e Hispanic Student Union 
1 meet at 7 p.m. in the 
Room of the 
t.i.en .... aa.g-em-~nt ~r ""n--8'61 TS"ran'Ci a"n, fire w111='l';lf';"ll-.B!!'y=-S~U!"!'S~A"!'N'!'l'!'!K~IE!!'!'l[======="=Th==e=gr=o=u=p=nl':'u.=se•d:-=thi:i=e=m=o=n=e=y=:b=y== 
idated Communications, sa1d through the · operators in Staff writer standing outside of the game and 
the Mattoon-based phone com- Mattoon," Barr said. collecting donations. This was the 
pany will join forces with The new agreement will not The Residence Hall second year that RHA has partici-
Southern New England Tele- only increase the number of Association will plant a tree at · pated in this fundraiser. 
phon~ ~om~any. : , , ;· ,-, '"-~~ll"Si C19.9JR~~~~,d , ~?,IEIBm~;,. _ l:~. r·~· Thur~~~Y· in .th~ South, -. '11 was more than pleased when edin~. said ,tqe 1 HSU will ... This ittturn will create nearly cations can handle, but will also t'.~aa.~ . I fecieved the total of-the money 
f , . ;:wit ,.are ~l~1,1t@.g ine 1 tJ6{) to :V w.e .ritised:/' ~ufall said. "I was 
reviewJlomec©ming. ~, ~ , ,.,; r~0;·\9, 60-p&rt;thn~.jobs, Qr :lM'1•'help;S du the'tn' New·,Efigland ~· 1 fulfilf our environmental pledge ecstatic. . 
"Overall, I think it went Mattoon operation. save money since ' labor wages that we made last year· to "Including the money we 
t," said Jay Martinez, HSU The Mattoon office already remain higher on the East Glacure," said RHA President raised for the organization at the 
ident. has 108 operators working for Coast, Barr said. Ryan Zufall. ''The pledge that we RHA and Student Senate softball 
"Homecoming provided a them, and has recently hired 20 Consolidated Communi- made was to do something here game we have raised (more than) 
dation for HSU members new operators, Barr said. cations currently brings in close on campus, such as planting a $450 so far for .the United Way." 
increase ties among each Southern New England and to 450,000 calls a month. tree that would help the environ- said Zufall "I am really proud of 
r," he continued, "as well Consolidated Communications With the new agreement, the ment." our group for the great job they 
opportunity for our_ orga- currently provide services to number of calls the Mattoon Glacure, which stands for have done in raising the money." · 
. Great Lakes Association of . RHA's budget has been com-tion to be known." long distance companies, com- office will receive will double, 
College and University Residence pleted and will be passed out at 
e HSU participated in sev- operated, customer-owned tele- Barr said. Halls, is a leadership conference the 'group's meeting at 5 p.m. 
I homecoming activities, phones and other operator ser- "We (Consolidated Comm- . in which the RHA members Thursday in Lawson Hall. 
luding participating in the vices suppliers, Barr said. unications) are offering the attend anually. "A lot of business has been put 
ecoming parade and send- The two telephone companies same caliber of service, but at a In other RHA business, the on hold while waiting for budget 
members Veronica Mizzoni are two of the 25 largest phone lower cost," Barr said. group raised $340.14 for United approval so hopefully the budget 
Edson Castillo as represen- companies in the nation, Barr Way at the Homecoming football will be approved tomorrow 
es for Homecoming queen added. game last Saturday. night." said Zufall. 
king. 
"This was our first 
mecoming parade as a rec-
nized organization," said 
U member Noelia Torres. "I 
ught it went well. We put a 
of work into it; it was really 
iting." 
01.d. businf;!ss to greet CAA at meeting 
Medina said the HSU will 
continue discussing possi-
office space with Martha 
e, student body president. 
We're still in the process o 
g through the channels of 
to obtain office space for 
Hispanic Student Union," 
ina said. 
By TYLER PIERCE 
Staff writer 
The Council on Academic Affairs . 
Thursday will consider several course pro-
posals after taking a week off. 
The CAA was unable to meet last week 
because it did not have a quorum present. 
To conduct an official meeting, eight 
members of the council must be iri atten-
dance - creating the quorum. 
"We're just going to do everything we 
were supposed to do last week," said CAA 
Chair Ken Sutton. 
Tonite at Mother's. 
$250 Pitchers 
$1n BQttles 
$200 Cuervo Gold 
$1 50 Southern 
Comfort 
25( Hot Dogs 
Sutton said the council faces a deadline 
for the 1992-93 undergraduate catalog. 
All courses that ar.e to be included in that 
catalog must be approved by the end of this 
month. 
Sutton added that the committee, which 
was set up to determine the criteria for the 
review of majors, met this past week and 
has made some progress. 
"We did come to some agreement," he 
said. "I will distribute the information to the 
council probably next week." 
The committee is comprised of the chairs 
and vice chairs of the CAA, the Council on 
Teacher Education and the Graduate 
Council. 
Those three councils will all have a 
direct role in reviewing the academic 
majors. 
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in the 
Arcola/Tuscola room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The CAA will also consider a proposed ' 
condensation of the Study of Undergraduate 
Education Report on the majors that council 
member Ron Gholson made two weeks ago. 
Experience You Can 
Count On! 
When you work for 
The Daily Eastern News 
Now Hiring Advertising Representatives. 
Apply at Tbe Daily Eastern News B.B. Bldg 
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Stage set for free jazz concert 
By BRIDGET PAULEK 
Staff writer 
The soulful sounds of jazz will 
drift from the Dvorak Concert 
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Friday, as two 
Eastern jazz combos take the 
stage for a free concert. 
The two groups are directed by 
Sam Fagaly, professor of saxo-
phone, and Mike Levinsky; a 
graduate student in the music 
department. 
The two groups, consisting of 
- five to seven students each, have 
been practicing twice a week 
since the beginning of the 
Semester, said Fagaly. Instruments 
used in the groups are the piano, 
drums, bass, trumpet and saxo-
phone. 
The two groups will perform 
standard contemporary jazz pieces 
and some original music, said 
Fagaly. He added that the music 
that will be performed was chosen 
in a collaborative effort between 
the director and the students. 
A big part of the concert is the 
student's arrangement, said 
Fagaly. 
This is the first public perfor-
mance of the semester for a large 
audience, said Doug Daniels, a 
senior music performance major. 
The concerts are beneficial for 
the students who will perform in 
the concert. 
~·As a musician in school, it 
gives us experience performing in 
front of an audience," said 
Daniels. That experience is neces-
sary for students for when they 
are out of school, he added. 
The concerts are usually well 
attended and a large crowd is 
expected on Friday, according to 
Daniels. 
Ea Stern to experience a touch of jazz 
By LISA MICKELSON 
Staff writer 
A touch of jazz will be brought to Eastern 
Thursday when jazz saxophonist Christopher 
Hollyday performs at the Grand Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Hollyday will be performing live at 8 p.m. with 
his band, featuring Anthony Wonsey on piano, 
Paul La Duca on bass and Ron Savage on drums. 
According to Shannon Hammond, a member of 
the University Board, Hollyday's claim to fame is 
how he started playing at such a young age. 
"Hollyday started playing jazz sax at the age of 
nine, and made his first professional debut at the 
age of 14," Hammond said. 
In 1985, at the age of 15, Hollyday cut his own 
album, Treaty, on his own Jazz Beat label, 
Hammond said. Treaty was then followed by the 
album Oh Brother, she added. 
Now only 21, Hollyday is an accomplished jazz 
· saxophonist for his age, and has been critically 
acclaimed by many famous musicians, said 
Hammond. 
Dizzy Gillespie, famed trumpet player, made 
mention of Hollyday in Down Beat magazine, 
saying, "His music has effected me. He has a 
great future and will be on the scene for a long 
time." 
And Dirk Richardson, writer for Critics Choice, 
said, "This prodigious, be-bop-rooted jazzman is 
clearly worth checking out." 
! .................. ~ ...... ! 
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BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
DOZEN RED ROSES G~ 
$14.95 WRAPPED f4 
I , ·I ! Q.B. s . y 
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES ,~ 
· $10.95 VASED 
cash-n-cany 
I 50¢ Win! Coolers I 
I Kramer & Co. -I 
I D.J. & Ultra I 
1335 MONROE 345-3919 
I Laser Light Show I Featuring D.J.'s 
I Thur-Kevin Kramer I 
Fri. & Sat --
!Mike "Taco" Ledesma! 
Friends&.. C0 
509 Van Buren Ave. 
(one Block South of Chas. Square) 
OLD CHICAGO NIGHT 
Premium 12 oz. Bottles Only ...................... . 
Dart Tournament (starts 8pm) 
Pool Tournament (starts 8pm) 
No Entry Fee -- All Participants Receive 
Free Prizes 
ps 
f -s;t~ o~t~ 2s: -1 
I Perfunctory I 
I This Band I 
! Grateful Dead Music I 
I Also Q.B.'s I ~t"'4~ ~~ 
And: In The Dungeon, "Vision" members 
Michelle &.. Sergei perform With "Hell's Daisy's". 
•• I CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •• 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK : 
A Large (16") ·: 
Sausage Pizza! 
•• I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
. · $6~95 : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Wee~ 
Offer expires Aprll 30, 1992 
Stretch 1t At 
The Dally Eastern N 
~ 
345-2466 
We 
Deliver 
11 am - 11 p 
CHEESY BEEF, FRIES, &. 20 OZ. ORIN 
I 
1.1 
(Your choice of provolone or cheddar) 
Thursdays 
only 
ttflLL 0 Wffn 
c 0 sTU/t\f Rf nT 
Localed at 310 Madison Avenue, just 
or the car wash in Charleston. 
Open 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. ONLY 
Sunday through Thursday 
Evenings until Halloween 
Huge selection of costumes for 
adults, couples and groups. 
OVER 3000 IN STOCKI 
COLONEL CHICKEN 
SANDWICH & FRIES 
ONLY $1. 99 
I ~'J); .,_,-· .·· 2PCS.CHICKEN, 
. ·_ .. ':;· . MASHED POTATOES, 
... · GRAVY & BISCUIT 
. ONLY 
EVERY DAY $1.il 
ALL DAY 
~~tU~ i' Fned Cliicken. 
Eastern Illinois 
University Board 
is proud to present 
CHRISTOPHER HOLLVD 
JAZZ QUARTET 
TONIGHT 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
GRAND BALLROOM 
8 P.M. 
I 
I 
I 
•• 
•• I 
909 18th Street 
Charleston 
348-7515 
. I 
I 
I 
s 15 Broadway I 
Mattoon I 
234-6442 
$3.00 EIU Students with l.D. & Senior citizens 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·.. PLEASE PRESENT nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER •• 
--------------------
Eastern 
Illinois 
Universi!J 
$5.00 General Public 
Step show thrills Friday crowd 
ELLIOTT PEPPERS 
Edit page editor 
The universal language of song 
and dance brought down the walls 
of segregation 
as a campus rallied together to 
support the fourth annual National 
Panhellenic Council greek step 
show held Oct. 18 in McAfee 
Gymnasium. 
"I think everybody did a good 
job," said Mechelle Anise Wright, 
a senior economics and business 
major and member of Delta 
Sigma Theta. "The (step show) 
helped promote more unity on 
campus and showed that we can 
have fun and show those who had 
not come before what a step s!iow 
is all about." 
Juris Qualls, NPHC president, 
said the crowd was more diversi-
fied this year. "What we did was 
pen up our event for the entire 
pus to support our display and 
The step show consisted of 
tightly-formed configurations and 
perfectly-executed African ances-
tral moves done to a rhythmic 
beat, which sent a crowd of over 
400 into a screaming frenzy. 
"It was creative; I saw a lot of 
originality," said Aronda 
Spearman, a sophomore business 
major. "I think each step says 
something about the organiza-
tion." 
The winning fraternity Alpha 
Phi Alpha racked up the originali-
ty and execution points by per-
forming several unique and diffi-
cult routines. One of the difficult 
displays was the verbally entitled 
"Don't Drop The Brick" display. 
The scene involved rhythmic 
moves and chanting by the per-
former while holding a brick and 
then tossing it high into the air to 
another member of the organiza-
tion. 
"We enjoyed putting on the per-
formance ourselves." 
The winning sorority Delta 
Sigma Theta showed good things 
come in large numbers as two 
lines of 13 sorority sisters moved 
in exceptional precision in an 
innovative display of talent. 
"The purpose (of the step 
show) was for each organization 
to showcase their talents and to 
represent their organization with 
their African heritage of dance," 
said Sherese Gilmore, a junior 
accounting major and member of 
Delta Sigma Theta. 
Six of the nine historically 
black greek-lettered organizations 
engaged in a little entertainment, 
a return to roots and a fierce com-
petition, which had a theme enti-
tled "Ain't No Half Steppin"'. 
t them know we will support 
eir displays as well," he added. 
said the winning fraternity and 
rority !eceived $100 .cash and a 
veling trophy. 
"The step show provides a way 
of unity that brings everyone 
together," said Byron Barnes, a 
senior community health major 
and member of Alpha Phi Alpha. 
The six NPHC greek organiza-
tions that stepped were Alpha 
Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, 
Zeta Phi Beta, Alpha Phi Alpha, 
Kappa ALpha Psi and Iota Phi 
Theta. Sigma Gamma Rho, 
Continued on page 4 
CHRIS SEPER/photo editor 
Operation PUSH Director Reverend Tavis Grant takes center stage in 
his speech "Born to be the Best" Wednesday evening in the Grand 
Ballroom in the martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
djusting: 
olvin adapts, makes changes. in new position 
ELDON BOYD 
Staff Writer 
As the director of Afro American 
udies, William Colvin takes time to 
~ust to his new job and his new found 
ks this fall, he finds that the depart-
nt needs some improvement in certain 
as. 
"We have developed articulation pro-
ms for high schools and junior col-
es," Colvin said. "This would make 
sferring to Eastern easier for students 
o are interested in an Afro Studies 
~or. The program allows certain class-
at students might have taken at pre-
vious schools to be accepted as credit at 
Eastern," he added. 
According to Colvin, there has been 
some change in the Afro American 
Studies program. 
"We changed the concept from a spe-
cific program that relates to one element 
of culture, to one where students can 
study a broader area of the culture," he 
said. 
Colvin said the Afro American Studies 
program has more practical careers to 
offer its majors. "It's a more broader 
program that can touch on many 
careers," he said 
Colvin said that the program has 
expanded its' visibility by getting in 
touch with other colleges and high 
schools. 
He also said that the program is trying 
to encourage students to get involved by 
making information available to all stu-
dents on campus focusing on what 
careers are available through Afro 
Studies. 
"We offer guidance on what students 
can do with their major, no matter what 
their major is," he said. "We also give 
advice in the Afro studies area, and we 
provide internships for students who 
qualify." 
William Colvin 
/ 
PUSH speaker g~ins 
kudos from crowd 
Homecoming events. 
page7 
page2 
ti. "''"'' 
MIKE ANSCHUE171Staff photographer 
Hail to the Chief! 
The American Indian took center stage in the representation of South 
Dakota in the Homecoming parade 'EJU Salutes the red White and 
Blue,' late Saturday morning. The parade ran up seventh street and 
down sixth street. 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Staff editor 
The speech by Tavis L. Grant, 
director of Youth Services and 
Membership for Operation 
PUSH, was drawing rave reviews 
from students who attended the 
Monday night affair at the Grand 
Ballroom in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
"He was real good," said Ron 
Zinnerman, member of Alphi Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. "He· talked 
very intelligently and he kept me , 
into the speech all throughout." 
The speech, which ran a little 
more than 40 minutes, was spon-
sored by Academic Affairs, Afro-
A me ri can Studies Speakers 
Bureau, Alphi Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc., Minority Affairs 
and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 
Inc. 
Grant, who was preceded by 
the University Baptist Choir, 
spoke on a variety of topics, 
which included the need to 
realize black history and to stay 
unified and the consequences of 
the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas 
controversy. 
"First of all, he was a very 
motivational speaker," said Eric 
Glenn, student senate member. 
"However, it (his speech) was 
redundant because I have heard 
all those stories and all those 
opinions before. I think we need 
to stop listening and start doing." 
"Everybody gets united (during 
the speech) and then after his 
speech is over, everybody is sepa-
rated again. The attitudes and 
conflict start to arise. He was 
moving but we need to start 
applying what he said," Glenn 
added. 
Grant said many black people 
become unified during Black 
History Month but are distant 
during the rest of the year, some-
thing that must change, he said. 
The attitude of students in 
Continued on page 4 
Racism, hatred is not just a thing of the past 
Elliott Peppers 
Edit page editor 
When will it stop? 
· The di.scrimination, hatred and 
feelings of discomfort toward 
another being of the human race 
merely because ofracial dissimilar-
ities. Reports nationwide have stat-
ed a steady increase in racial ten-
sion. Many have reported a break-
out of violent racial incidents. And 
one of these incidents really hit 
home for me. 
It happened near my home town 
of East St. Louis. It happened in a 
predominately white, but increas-
ingly integrated town named 
Belleville. 
Belleville, as does most predomi-
nately white towns from the past 30 
or 40 years, has (dare I say) a past 
reputation of racism. Yet, during 
my stay at home last summer, I 
found that the racial tension, the 
number of racial incidents and the 
complaints that surfaced, was 
frightening. 
First, the media began to report 
complaints by blacks of harassment 
by the Belleville police. Many 
blacks alleged that a newly-formed 
Belleville task force on crime was 
created to harass blacks from East 
St. Louis to keep them out of 
Belleville. These allegations went 
unsubstantiated, but the racial ten-
sion had already increased consid-
erably. 
Next, there was a situation where 
racial slurs nearly erupted into a 
racial brawl. The police report on 
the incident stated that a group of 
blacks were taking a walk and hap-
pened to past by a house where sev-
eral whites were having an 
indoor/outdoor party. There was 
liquor at the party which apparently 
influenced a white male to shout a 
racial slur. Anger and hatred grew, 
but the police were called to inter-
lude before violence began. 
Was it the nationally broadcast 
recording of the beating of Rodney 
King by several Los Angeles police 
officers that sparked this next racial 
encounter, which also involved vio-
lence? The news report on the inci-
dent went as follows: Yet again a 
group of Blacks was taking a stroll 
late one night. The group walked 
past a driveway where a white male 
was backing into the street. The 
man allegedly didn't stop for the 
group and nearly hit one of the 
blacks. Racial slurs and profanities 
were exchanged and violence broke 
out. Racial tension seems to be near 
its culmination where the slightest 
misconstrued remark may result in 
violence. 
Racism, I believe is an acquired 
state of mind. I'm not prejudiced; 
never have been, never will be. I 
was brought up in a strong, reli-
gious home and taught values, 
morals and laws of God and man. I 
was made very much aware of our 
country's racist past and even more 
so of the degradation, indignation, 
and suffering that my Afro-
American ancestors endured. My 
home is showered with memorabil- · 
ia to that account. 
I was taught to love thy neighbor 
without regard to race or creed, but 
always to be wary of the potential 
evils that may exist. Mama didn't 
raise no fools! I was also taught to 
look beyond the color of the flesh 
and into the mind and soul of the 
individual, which is where the true 
nature of the individual lies. I have 
done this and have many true 
friends of varying races. 
Racism, as I have stated, is an 
acquired, taught, and learned, unde-
sirable and unneeded trait of 
mankind. Racism is not something 
that is in-born. Babies are born 
innocent, ignorant and dependent, 
yet very perceptive. Young chil-
dren notice the difference in skin 
color but they do not know why, 
until they are taught. You can take a 
baby of any race and raise him in 
the home of another race and, upon 
teaching him the appropriate 
morals, values, rules; laws and an 
unbiased account of the history of 
our country, raise him just fine. 
Steve Martin's "The Jerk" is an 
excellent and quite hum 
example of this. 
Yet the question remains~ 
will racism end or will it e 
society forgotten the Civil 
Movement, the violence, 
and near destruction of a 
to racial disparity? Why 
steadily turning back the c 
As stated in the first seven w 
the Preamble of our consti 
"We, the people of the U 
States" are the rulers of our 
and designate, what we wi 
future of our ·country to be 
ly and socially correct. Only 
a people, a whole people of 
race, creed, ethnic group, 
shape and fashion, can hope 
vent the recurrence of past 
and build a society of human 
ity not through heartless w 
political jargon, but through 
ly felt and unbiased love of 
man. I think that this is 
worth some deep, whole-h 
contemplation. How about 
'Coming oµt Day' is needed, 
affirms love committments RAC ISM-
This past Oct. 11, the nation-
wide gay, lesbian and bi-sexual 
community celebrated National 
Coming Out Day. For those of us 
within the homosexual/bisexual 
community, the need for such an 
occasion was obvious. 
However, for those who may 
not know what "coming out" 
refers to, allow me to explain its 
purpose. A homosexual or bi-sex-
ual who refuses to identify him-
self or herself as such is said to be 
"in the closet." 
In our heterosexually-geared 
world, this can have many advan-
tages. The supposed hetero-
sexual's behavior is not only 
unquestioned, but amply reward-
ed, both socially and legally. 
~Joint tax returns, married hous-
ing, legal standing as next of kin 
and a guarantee of privacy are but 
a few perks for the heterosexual 
married couple. 
The homosexual is guaranteed 
none of these, and in most cases, 
is outright denied them by the 
government. 
Admitted homosexuals are 
excluded from the military, as 
well as scime civilian businesses. 
They are also regarded as crimi-
nals (at least those who are sexu-
ally active) by roughly half the 
states in the U.S. 
In light of this, the closet can 
appear inviting. 
So, why does anyone "come 
out of the closet?" 
One important this to consider 
is that the homosexual, bi-sexual 
or heterosexual does not choose 
his or her sexual orientation. 
It is a simple fact of being. The 
only choice concerns that of 
lifestyles: do I follow my desires 
or let society dictate them for me? 
~·-
Essentially, the decision to 
"come out" is- a message to 
friends, family and soci~ety, in 
general, that to condemn anyone 
because of who he or she. loves is . , , 
to condemn love. 
Love, thv message goes on, is 
not beautiful only if it conforms 
to social standards, but is beauti-
ful and necessary purely on its. 
own terms. 
"Coming out," therefore, not 
only defends love, but affirms it. 
It can be a courageous decision 
to build a life on this kind of hon-
esty, in the face of an intolerant 
society. 
However, for those who choose 
to "come out," it can be the foun-
dation for a life fully realized. 
So, as another National 
Coming Out Day passes, we in 
the homosexual/bi-sexual com-
munity are reminded that in this 
day and age, these gestures are 
important. 
However, if societal tolerances 
were to become the cornerstone 
of interpersonal relations on a 
global scale, National Coming 
Out Day may be rendered obso-
lete. 
That is precisely why National 
Coming Out Day exists. 
T. James Estep 
~./ 
1 Letters to the Editor 
Gay and lesbian groups getting stronger, doing mar 
Seeing that the gay/lesbian community is a new 
addition ~ Minority TODAY (thank goodness), I felt 
that the readers should know what kinds of things 
we're doing here on campus. 
Compared to other state universities, Eastern 's 
gay/lesbian community is not very active or well orga-
nized right now. At the University of Illinois there is 
the Gay/Lesbian Illini. 
They have their own office in the union, and they 
sponsor many events and programs. Southern Illinois 
University and Northern Illinois University have simi-
lar types of programs also. 
To be totally honest, the gay/lesbian community at 
Eastern lacks a sense of wholeness. I have found that · 
we have scattered into small impenetrable cliques. 
Very few people feel the responsibility to unify. 
Hopefully, the two groups we have here now will 
help to bring us together. 
One of those groups is the gay/lesbian support and 
discussion group. This year's group is much larger 
than it has been in the past. 
The main focus is on emotional support, 
those "well adjusted" gays and lesbians are e 
to attend. Some of the members are struggl' 
their identity, while others are putting tog 
gay/lesbian newsletter. 
The other group, Womyn loving Womyn, 
recently been organized. The main goal of the 
to create a sense of community among lesbians 
Charleston area. 
The WLW hopes to promote the sharing of i 
information, the creation of new friendships, 
for those just coming out, and just plain old " 
bonding". 
Although Eastern does not have a strong gay/I 
force on its campus, we are taking some positive 
in that direction. WATCH OUT! HERE WE CO 
Debbie Vanni 
Geology/Geography department needs to expand tr 
I would like to tell all minori-
ties, who are not aware, of the 
Geology/Geography trip that goes 
on during Intersession. 
The first two weeks are spent at 
school and the remaining two 
weeks are spent out west (South 
Dakota, and Wyoming). So it is 
important that the students go for 
the right reasons, and that is to 
learn. 
The remaining part of the day can 
be spent anyway the student desires 
(shopping, swimming, etc.) One 
thing I would like to see is more 
participation from minorities. 
This can only happen if the 
Geology /Geography department 
makes the minorities aware and 
provide some type of funding, for 
them. The class and trip cost 
approximately $1000 and spending 
money is needed to pay for 
souvenirs, etc. 
If some type of funding is 
available for minorities, 
would participate. This woul 
good way for minorities to get 
science credits out of the wa 
also a great way to provide 
with hands.on training they 
have for a lifetime. 
Patrice McClure 
Thursda Odober 24 1991 3A 
If-hearted support won't help The re~tity of living 
in East St. Louis difference between a 'per-support and the person's dedi-
is often a fine line. But in the 
1lf a minority stand on the beer 
ohol industry, the line is as 
1 as the bottle in their hands. 
Public Enemy blares One 
n Bott/ebags and Chuck D 
malt liquor company, and as 
r George Clemens plays 
g for billboards focusing on 
demographic areas, the 
"ty of minorities continue to 
rmine the efforts of both 
activists come in the form 
ler Lite" posters, bodies clad 
"Spuds MacKenzie" t-shirts 
pie buying beer by the gal-
The apathetic illness of "My 
, but not my problem" syn-
has gripped these people. 
· g, while agreeing with the 
· le, no one is willing to take 
endorsements, such as the 
wearing of beer t-shirts and owner-
ship of alcohol-endorsing posters, 
show a lack of concern for the 
overused saying, "Holding the 
black man down." The beer indus-
try - by taking aim at the black 
communities - is obviously "hold-
ing him down" and there is a refusal 
from so called supporters of "the 
upliftment" of minorities to put a 
dent in the problem. 
One subtle endorsement of alco-
hol comes in the nationally tele-
vised sports field, when a beer-
endorsed Player of the Game is 
announced at the end of each 
event. A player then donates a 
check in his name - as well as that 
company's - to a local charity. 
The company has now managed 
to use that players name, with no 
cost to them (since charity is tax 
deductible) to support their product 
The same affect is done by 
Eastern's masses, who at the same 
time cheer at the efforts of Clemens 
and other, will pay money to don a 
Miller Lite logo and then head off 
to a local bar. 
Alternatives for the athlete would 
be to hold a press conference, 
refuse the token honor and pay the 
same amount or more to a charity of 
the athlete's choice. 
The alternative for .the masses is 
,not to drink. 
If people did not believe in the 
theory of the minority assault by the 
beer industry, there would be no 
problem. But people do, and the 
only way to remove liquor stores 
from the economically depressed 
and predominantly black areas is to 
cripple the industry from the main-
stream. It is necessary for people 
who do believe - blacks, hispanics, 
other minorities and white sympa-
thizers - to cut off their ties with the · 
liquor and beer industry, leaving 
them with warehouses full of 
unpurchased posters, t-shirts and 
bottles. 
It wouldn't get any better than 
that. 
Chris Seper 
photo editor 
lam is key to black liberation 
greet you in the Arabic 
s of peace, As-alam 
um. 
y slave name is Tyrone 
and I would like to clarify 
things for you. 
received the name 3X from 
Nation of Islam (N .0.1.), 
ed by the Minister Louis 
ban. The "3" means I was 
third member to join by the 
of Tyrone. The "X" means 
own. 
e accepted my name as the 
name that was given to me 
y slavemaster's and I don't 
my original name, 
emember, the black man 
robbed of his name, culture, 
and religion. 
black-Americans would 
take the time to really ana-
what they are exposed to, 
Holy Coran and History of 
ophet), and examine the 
an, then they would fully 
ace the religion of Islam 
oto opinion: 
because they would see that 
Islam is their destiny. 
Black people, African-
Americans, need to stop accept-
ing everything that the 
Caucasian or white man does. · 
African Americans are 
descendants of Africa; and his-
tory tells us that a great percent-
age of our ancestors were 
Muslims and that we had a glo-
rious past. It was the Caucasian 
who came into Africa, kid-
napped us, brought us to 
America, broke us down and 
tried to re-create us in the image 
· that he wanted us to be. 
Yes, he saw himself as a 
superior being over the black 
man. 
Islam, my. dear brothers and 
sisters, represent something pos-
itive in your history. 
It doesn't matter whether you 
are a, Muslim or a Christian, the 
fact that is Islam that is a part of 
our heritage, we should respect 
it. 
If slavery and history have 
taught us anything, it is that we 
cannot put our hopes and aspira-
tion in the Caucasian man. 
Brothers, we must learn to 
love our history and our present. 
We cannot continue to look 
away. The problems are not 
dying, they're multiplying. 
Know who you are, brothers 
and sisters; love who you are, 
and respect who you are. 
Love thy God (Allah), and 
thy neighbor, as you love thy-
self. 
Please, please, seek refuge 
from Allah (God) and all 
"Glory" shall surround you. 
As-Alaam Alaikum 
, Tyr,one 3X Gray 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, 
Inc. 
Despite disparagement and 
negative stereotypes about East 
St. Louis, Illinois that have per-
vaded American society , I found 
it to be a very loving and con-
cerned community with the same 
problems as any other urban 
region. 
This summer I had the 
opportunity to participate in an 
urban planning program at the 
University of Illinois. We trav-
elled to the East Boogie (as it is 
more affectionately referred to by 
its citizens) to spend time in its 
supposedly "worse" section of 
town, the Lansdowne area. 
In conjunction with a neighbor-
hood church, our class surveyed 
the area and interviewed many 
community residents and city offi-
cials. This is an attempt by us to 
assess many problems and 
improve its unemployment situa-
tion by establishing worker coop-
eratives, its ·neighborhood and 
recreational facilities by develop-
ing park and urban forestry pro-
posals, and its infrastructure 
(streets, traffic signs, and sewer 
systems) by-developing low cost 
estimates for the needed materials. 
During the interviews the 
majority of the residents articu-
lately stated that they loved their 
neighborhood. Many also stated 
they would assist in improving the 
aesthetics of their part of town by 
creating such items as community 
gardens and tree planting pro-
grams. 
Don't get me wrong, however! 
I'm not going to be one-sided 
in this editorial. East Saint Louis 
has many drawbacks which 
include high unemployment, lack 
of trash disposal, and a signifi-
cantly high crime rate. 
Many observers, including the 
media, attribute these social detri-
ments to the fact that East Saint 
Louis is 98% African-American 
and the majority of its citizens are 
impoverished. In addition, I per-
sonally think the media's depic-
tion is so because the city is .run 
by an all African-American city 
administration previously led by 
' Carl Officer and now led by 
Gordon Bush. 
If you want to get technical, I 
can tell you that this city has had a 
long list of problems prior to a 
vast influx of people of color 
moving in during the 1950's and 
1960's. Ttiese include problems 
such as corruption and archaic 
sew<>r systems. When times wors-
ened and the future for East Saint 
Louis became bleak, white flight 
occurred thus leaving African-
, Americans responsible for leading 
the city out of its dire situation. 
Although a bad light has been 
cast over East Saint Louis, many 
Americans do not recognize 
some of its more positive 
attributes and contributions to 
society, in terms of its citizens. 
Given the fact that many athletes 
have come from this area, there is 
also a considerable amount of 
people with doctorates and other 
professional degrees who reside 
and practice there. There are also 
a number of students from this 
city attending colleges all over the 
United States, including this insti-
tution. 
In fact, two brothers went on to 
school at Harvard University and 
later made a film called "House 
Party." 
I must admit, some of the sto-
ries I've heard on the news made 
me nervous to venture into the 
city. However, spending time 
there and talking with the people 
put my mind at ease. Therefore, 
this is my valiant attempt to 
debunk some of the negative 
stereotypes expressed by the 
media. I feel very adamant that 
East Saint Louis has the potential 
of becoming one of the most 
influential urban areas in the 
United States, because of its new 
mayor and the undying fortitude 
among its people. 
Eric Glenn 
Staff writer 
u were on the Senate, how would you have voted on Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas? 
Matt Legaspi 
senior, speech 
"From what I have 
gathered and read about 
him, I like Thomas. He 
handles himself well, and 
did during the questions 
of the senate. I like his 
ideas, his stands and how 
he holds himself." 
Sonja McFarland 
~-=>;iu'*n<"-ior, psychology 
"No. Because as a 
minority, I'm for affir-
mative action, and his 
chances for being 
voted into the senate 
(by me) would be at 
odds (with my 
beliefs)." 
Landon Fuller 
Sophomore, Industrial Tech. 
"It's better to look_at the 
(Anita Hill) situation, and 
get somebody new, black or 
white. If he did something 
like that, there's a possibility 
he'd do it again." 
Dr. Abu Wahid 
Economics professor 
"I would say no. The 
reason is, the advantages 
he received as a minority, 
he doesn't want the same 
advantages for minorities 
today. He wants open 
competition. He doesn't 
want privileges for under-
privileged black people." 
Sherese Gilmore 
junior, accounting 
"I think mainly blacks 
are for affirmative action. I 
don't think he'll be a good 
representation of the 
minority problems. I'd 
have to say no, because he 
isn't for affirmative 
action." 
Gina Gonzalez 
Sophomore, 
nv1ronmental biology 
"I don't know who 
he is." 
4A 
Wanted: 
Reporters, copy editors, 
photographers 
Please call: 
Evette Pearson 
581-2812 
Thursda October 24 1991 
Day of the dead 
Spanish culture to celebrate religiou 
holiday of death on November 1 
By KAREN MEDINA 
Assignments Editor 
The Day of the Dead. 
For some, the thought of death often times can 
be a frightening or even scary thing, followed 
with some emotional stress, but to relate a holi-
day for the dead may seem even stranger. 
"Spanish priests wanted to convert Mexicans 
to the Christian religion, and I know that they 
did succeed partially because of the mix of 
Catholic and Indian beliefs," Haguinaga said 
ebrate the holiday more than others. 
"Day of the Dead is primarily cele 
Mexico" Duran said. 
The Traveler Guide to Mexico City 
Mix.quic, near Mexico City, they have a 
light ceremony in the graveyard gu 
"In Spain, many practices developed over the 
centuries involving the observance of this reli-
gious holiday,'' the report said. "Some of the 
observances have similar counterparts in 
Mexican customs. The traditions of food, bon-
fires and bell ringing are found in both coun-
huge figures of skeletons. 
tries." 
'Dia De Los Muertos,' (Day of the Dead), is a 
holiday that celebrates the death of people who 
have passed on during the first and second days 
of November. 
It is also referred to as "All Saints" or "Souls 
Day" and the holiday is celebrated in areas of 
Mexico, Spain and Central and South America. 
· Mexicans who celebrate Dia De Los Muertos 
often take part in traditions such as visiting grave 
sites, building home alters and lighting candles 
in remembrance of loved ones that have died. 
"Religious fiestas (parties) usually · 
day-long dance performances and firew 
the evening," she said. 'The pilgrimage~ 
honoring old and venerated miraculous · 
are attended by crowds numbering in 
sands." 
The Traveler Guide to Mexico Ci 
reported that "Many of the worship 
great distances, often traveling on ~ 
camping along the way. The four major 
age sites in central Mexico are the s 
Guadalupe, Los Remedios, Amee 
Dia De· Los Muertos was started by the 
Catholic religion, said a report by the Mexican 
Fine Arts Center Museum of Chicago. The 
Catholic tradition was first proclaimed by- Pope 
Gregory IV. 
Another tradition of remembering loved ones 
is sending flowers to the grave sites. The 
Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum report also 
stated, "Flowers similar to the yellow marigold 
have been offered to the dead for centuries. They 
are meant to light the pathway for the soul of the 
deceased as it returns home to rejoin the family 
onNov.2." 
Chalma." . 
"Nov. 1 eventually became the date for this 
celebration. All souls day (November 2) was 
officially established by Saint Odilio of France 
to offer prayers for the souls in purgatory," the 
report said. 
Raquel Haguinaga, a representative from the 
Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum, credits 
Spanish priests for the Holiday. 
Traditions of making candy skeletons, skulls 
-and toys are also common among Mexicans who 
celebrate the holiday. 
The Mexican Fine Arts Center M 
Chicago, 1852 W. 19th St., presently 
exhibition for the "Dia De Los Muertos~ 
will continue to December 1, 1991. 
For more information about The Mi 
Fine Arts Center contact Duran at {31 
Yolanda Duran, an Art Instructor for the 
Mexican Fine Arts Center feel some people eel-
1503. 
White America' message affects cast 
BY LILLIAN MARKS 
Staff writer 
yourself ... you have to play that character totally." 
Bratcher and Woods said they were uncomfortable with the 
the dialogue when they ,first read "In White America" but 
Dealing head-on with racism is a problem that faces many minority more at ease once rehearsals progressed and they got to know 
college students as the rate of racial crimes and harassments escalates of the cast. · 
throughout the co~try. Two Eastern !llino~s Unive;sity t~~ate...i:.~t~:..___Y[po..ds s~id thi!t. the play. educated him more on the pli 
den.ts perfor~.ed m ~ dtami: th~t .d~~l~ ~1!h·'th_e ~riOUT~t1?,ns that African-Americans throughout history in this country. "I nev 
Afnca~-Amencans have fa~ed wfufe liVi.ng In ~lute Ame?ca . thought of what our ancestors had been through,'' said Woods. 
" Sylv1~ Bratch~r ~d ~hris_ Wood~ performed m the M~mstage play "I guess I really, really didn't realize what Black people did 
In White Amen ca which JUSt fimshed the last produ~t10n Saturday. their freedom,'' _said Bratcher, "I hope it opens minds." 
Bratcher and Woods played an array of characters dunng the two-act "I'm glad that this was the first (Mainstage) play I did 
play that began with the first passages of slavery and -ended with the Bratcher. • 
entering of Arkansas' Little Rock High School by a young 15-year-old She added that sht: learned much about the technical and e 
Black girl. aspects of acting by performing many roles within the same play, 
"It's important to play and be yourself,'' said Bratcher of how to get Woods said, "It (the play) affected me." 
into emotionally charged characters. "You have to be out of 
Crisis pregnancy center 
available and beneficial 
BY LILLIAN MARKS 
Staff writer 
You've skipped far too many 
menstrual cycles and you're almost 
sure there is a problem. Where do 
you go? and how can you find help 
in making the right decisions? 
Area women who need counsel-
ing on pregnancy care, abortions, or 
the health care of infants might just 
be able to find the advice they're 
looking for at the Crisis Pregnancy 
Center located at 904 Monroe St. in 
Charleston. 
Almost 80 percent of the women 
who fmd out they're pregnant at the 
center are Eastern students and 80 
percent of those women choose to 
obtain abortions, said Chris Bugle, 
director and one of the three coun- , 
selors at the Center. However, 
almost 100 percent of the high 
school girls who are pregnant opt to 
keep their babies to full term, Bugle 
said. 
Bugle would like for women in 
this area to look at the center as a 
service that is there to help answer 
questions and provide advice for 
women and men that need an objec-
tive answer to questions dealing 
with pregnancy. 
"I want them to know that there 
are people who care,'' Bugle said. 
Eastern's campus has an offshoot 
program of the center called Crisis 
Pregnancy Outreach Ministries 
which utilizes approximately 50 
university volunteers to answer 
calls for its 24-hour hotline. 
Although the center has a 
Christian background, Bugle said, 
the goal of the center is to give-the 
best alternative for each person that 
needs help. 
Some of the services that the 
Crisis Pregnancy Center provides is 
free pregnancy testing, a 24-hour 
hotline, assistance in obtaining 
maternity and baby clothes and giv-
ing medical advice. 
If a woman or teen finds that she 
is pregnant the center will show her 
the possible options she has for her-
self and her baby. The options of 
carrying a baby to term, the facts on 
abortions, or foster care are 
reviewed for each client, free of 
charge. 
"We want her to base her choice 
on fact, not feeling,'' Bugle said. 
In the average month, the center 
will receive 100 calls asking for 
advice on what to do for an 
unplanned pregnancy. She said she 
counsels about I 0 women a week 
about being pregnant. 
Because the center is communi-
ty-based, Bugle said that she has 
counseled women in a wide range 
of ages, from 14 to 42. 
Omega Psi Phi and Phi Beta 
Sigma did not participate in the 
step show. 
The organizations were judged 
on appearance, performance and 
originality, Qualls said. The six 
organizations each had a 15 
minute time limit to present their 
show, which consisted of various 
patterns of sounds, colorful o'ut-
fits, and some very difficult 
drills. 
"I think the level of competi-
tion was at an all time high,'' 
Qualls said." "I would like to 
Push 
schools and the idea of college 
students being the "last genera-
tion" to carry blacks into the year 
2000 were also focal points of his 
speech. 
"(Instead of a high school and 
college diploma) the generation 
behind you will be carrying an uzi 
in one hand and a nine millimeter 
in the other,'' Grant warned. 
"One major points he touched 
on was doing well in school and 
getting the job done and getting 
the degree," said Crystal Hill, a 
freshman zoology major and 
member of the Baptist choir. "The 
fact that blacks need to stick 
together and help help each other 
congratulate all \VhO p · · 
and thank all the organi 
and other parts of cam 
coming to our event." 
"For other greek org 
who hadn't seen a step 
before, it was sort of an · 
for them,'' said Danielle 
senior social science ma· 
member of Z'.eta Phi Beta 
ty, last years champs. "N 
they know what a step 
about, maybe other (greek. 
nizations can come out to 
pate if only for an exhibiti 
was another point. The 
good points and they w 
points." 
"I think one of his s 
points was that of the 
and Clarence Thomas 
said Eric Glenn, studen 
member. 'They (Hill and 
have brought more se 
the black community than 
good." 
Glenn also agreed with 
criticism of an "everybody 
everybody" attitude to 
ships and his attack on 
OPP - which extols the 
sharing sexual partners. 
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as minority leadership taken a tur.n for the worse? 
By CHRIS SEPER 
~~~ '' Those were the glory days of minority 
ership. 
The 1960's was a time of new thoughts 
d new activism - as well as a new level of 
ivil rights. Activists like Julio Cesar 
avez, Martin Luther King Jr., Huey P. 
wton and Malcolm X represented a spec-
of people - radical to conservative -
ing on a fight for the one thing they all 
lieved in: 
(It) would be very.beneficial to the hispanic community to have a Martin Luther King type 
figure. It would mean a lot more unity and more strength for all of us to come together. 
Equality. 
Now entering the 1990's, when activism 
arguably comparable to - or even higher 
- the decade of the flower child, the 
·ssing piece seems to be representation. 
kets of activism do exist, but where are 
e high-profile King's, Newton's or 
vez's to lead the hometown heroes of 
future? 
"I couldn't even pinpoint one black leader 
particular," said Kevin Evans, Black 
dent Union president. "There's no one 
basically stands out that would speak 
the masses of blacks." 
"There are not too many Hispanic politi-
s in government today which is the 
oblem that concerns me," said Jay 
·nez, Hispanic Student Union presi-
L "I thiruc-the representation in govern-
t, in our federal, state and local politics, 
sn 't represent the Hispanic population 
s." 
Has minority leadership fallen by the 
yside? While King, Malcolm X and oth-
can be looked to as heroes and role mod-
from the past, is there anyone that can 
y be looked at as a leader in the 1990's? 
"In a lot of respects you can look to Jesse 
ckson as a current leader," said C.C. 
· er, BSU adviser. "That's someone that 
identify with the needs of people in gen-
and especially someone who can identi-
with the needs of minorities in terms of 
rship. He's a role model on a level that 
he can relate to them not as someone who's 
above everybody and remembers you 
around the election years. He's in the 
trenches, rising up to express minority con-
cerns and address the needs of all peop~. 
not just a focus on blacks." 
Jackson, a former ally of King, was the 
name most picked as a leader, when one was 
mentioned. Credit was given to the demo-
cratic party member for his ability to work 
with all people. 
"I would say Jesse Jackson," said Marnita 
Harris, BSU secretary. "First of all, he was 
the first black man to run for president. That 
took a lot of courage. He's done a lot in 
Chicago when he ran operation PUSH. He's 
just helping people, not just minorities but 
everyone." 
A third run at the presidency could be in 
store for Jackson. But the former PUSH 
leader and current Washington D.C. activist 
has dropped in popularity since his runner-
up status in the 1988 democratic runoffs, 
and has often become the butt of late-night 
jokes, instead of a riame of a great leader. 
That would raise the question, is Jackson 
comparable with King? Is Muslim leader 
Louis Farrakhan comparable with the infa-
mous Malcolm X? Is Sharpton a replace-
ment for Black Panther Party leader 
'. 
CHRIS SEPER/photo editor 
'SU Treasurer Carlos Flores (left) and President Jay Martinez , two of Eastern's 
est minority leaders, take the reigns at a recent HSU meeting. 
astern's minority-leaders 
peak of their future plans 
By KAREN MEDINA his position to get more "I want . to see BSU 
Assignments Editor minority students to be on progress by having members 
university positions so they be aware of their heritage, 
Being a student leader on can speak out more. but also participate with 
tern's campus can be "I plan to make it (BSU) other organizations," Dexter 
stronger by having students said. 
participate in the student Martinez, a senior politi-
senate so that they may have cal science major and the 
a stronger voice on campus," president of the newly orga-
he said. nized Hispanic Student 
Dexter, a sophomore mar- Union wants to set a foun-
keting and speech communi- dation for other Hispanics 
cations major, is the secre- students who attend Eastern 
tary of the B SU and the in the future. 
Human Potential Coordina- "It's my main goal is to 
tor and wants to see BSU establish an outlet and a 
progress to point of being foundation of programs and 
more than just a social orga- activities for Hispanics at 
nization. Eastern." 
' ' Newton? Do any of the highly publicized 
leaders stack up to thy trail-blazing leaders 
of the past? 
"I would say they are," Bri~er said. "In 
the 60's they were pioneers in a lot of 
respects that we have so many more various 
leadership positions. Pioneers set the way, 
and because of their accomplishments we 
have more opportunities - whether it's in 
education, politics or entertainment. The 
current leaders pretty much have their start 
because of the precedent set in the 60s." 
''They're just big guys in the media," said 
Evans. "But personally I don't really like 
any one of them in particular outstanding or 
anything in my eyesight. I guess each one 
has some good things to say, but sometimes 
I disagree with all of them." 
The popularity of Jackson and the credi-
bility of the other black leaders is more than 
many can say for Hispanic leadership. 
According to Martinez, the government is -
the first place to witness the problem. 
"There's a few representatives and there 
are a handful of Hispanic officials in the 
house of reps, but they're not proportional 
to the Hispanic community," Martinez said. 
"Hispanics are being underrepresented 
according to population figures." 
"I think it would be nice to have a 
Jij1spHnk figµr9 .known to everyone," said 
Veronica Mizoni, HSU secretary. "I guess it 
would be like a mother or father figure. One 
is needed. That would be very beneficial to 
the hispanic community to have a Martin 
Luther King type figure. It would mean a lot 
more unity and more strength for all of us to 
come together. 
I think there are a lot of Hispanic leaders 
in communities," Mizoni added, " lots of 
them are not really known." 
Mizoni attributed the high-profile leader 
problem to small-scale activism throughout 
the country, where many people are staying 
and fighting problems in their own commu-
nities and making a difference. For a nation-
al group effort, Mizoni said, it would have 
to be a common dilemma. 
"There has to be a problem before people 
can stand up," Mizoni said. "All groups 
work in their community. It has to hit home 
with Hispanics." 
What is the reason for all this new, small-
scale activism? Basically, according to 
Eastern minoJ:ity leaders, many of the big 
obstacles have been overcome, and now it's 
time for fine tuning. 
"The thing with that is there was some 
kind of oppression," Mizoni said. "There 
was a lot of racism. I'm not saying that 
racism is gone now. The things that they've 
had to go through now are not as bad, but 
things definitely need to get better." 
"After the civil rights, a lot of main things 
got accomplished," Evans said. "The things 
that blacks like to fight for and see done is 
on a lesser scale than before with civil 
rights. In their case, there's not that much 
attention on black leaders as far as move-
ments." 
But is the focus on one, two or even five 
leaders for one race just a simplification of a 
group of people? According to William 
Colvin, director of Afro-American studies at 
Eastern, there has always been a large num-
ber of leaders but a focus on a few. 
"As far as I'm concerned, there has never 
been one or two leaders among the black 
race," Colvin said. "The public or the com-
munication system pointed to two (Malcolm 
X and King) that were in their eyes out-
standing, more vocal and probably more 
provoking. 
Veronica Mizoni 
HSU treasurer 
"There were some people who idolized or 
selected three or four leaders for the entire 
race," Colvin added. "Thafs where the mis-
take was made. The public in general was 
not willing to accept leadership by several 
people on the front line working on prob-
lems and solving issues." · 
According to Colvin, leaders in the 60's 
were more spokespeople, instead of leaders. 
"If you're talking about a spokesperson. 
that's different from being a leader," Colvin _. 
said. "Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. started out 
as a spokesperson and the public focused on 
him as a leader. As a result of it he became a 
leader simply because he spoke for the 
group for awhile then he himself got 
involved with the problem personally. Re 
was one of the leaders of his day." . 
Is the idea of a sole leader a good idea, or 
is this new found multi-leadership attitude a 
good one? 
"I guess it would depend on the way you 
would look at it," Evans said. "I don't feel it 
good to have one central leader to the point 
so many people follow that person and that 
"A$ far as I'm concerned, there has 
never been one or two leaders among 
the black race. The public or the com-
mun ica tion system pointed to two 
(Malcolm X and King) that were in 
their eyes outstanding, more oocal and 
probably more provoking." 
William Colvin 
Director, Afro-American Studies 
there's nobody there to take his place. We 
need some role models and something to 
look up to, not just one particular person." 
"I am not willing to talk about a leader," 
Colvin said. "I would not be able to identify 
a single leader. There are several outstand-
ing leaders. Even though they have different 
approaches to the problems, the conse-
quence is the same - the betterment and the 
improvement of education, jobs and rights 
for all citizens." 
Beyond all the past leaders and present 
leaders or the small town activists and 
nationally exposed spokesperson 's, where ~ 
will the leaders of the future come from? 
"It's just from young college Americans. 
if they can get together and speak out and 
get things going," Harris said. "I can see a 
lot of potential on Eastern's campus." ____ 
"I see the Hispanic unity moving in the 
right direction in politics," Martinez said. 
"We are the highest rising minority, but we . 
aren't educating our children. It is up to 
every individual to rise up and be a role 
model and be involved and speak their 
words and speak their minds and speak their 
interests." 
Photos by Mike Anschuetz and Dan Koonce 
Over 400 students, alumni and interested onlookers filed into McAfee 
Gymnasium to witness students from six of the nine different black 
Greek organizations put on their dancing gear and participate in the 
National PanHellenic Step Show entitled, "Ain't no Half Steppin'." 
(Above) The winners of the fraternity portion of the contest, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., show off their stepping style. (Right) Winners 
from the last two years, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., perform 
their infamous cane-carrying routine. (Below) a member of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority, Inc. kicks off the affair with some high flying skills. 
(Below middle) Alpha Phi Alpha take a choreographed bow during their 
performance and Kappa Alpha Psi wave goodbye to their step show 
crown (Below right). 
1991 
On the double!! 
Greek organizations 
flaunt skills at step sho 
SU works on better relationships - { 
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS 
Edit page Editor 
o develop a spirit of unity, 
acilitate rewarding relation-
s with other students and 
izations and to influence 
rs pertaining to the univer-
life of its members were 
of the reasons students 
for joining the Black 
nt Union. 
e BSU lived· up to its pur-
as a recognized student 
ization by making a strong 
ing during homecoming 
vities. The organization 
d second overall in the 
points competition in the 
greek category, said 
cia McClure, chair of the 
and Dutchess competi-
Spirit points were given to 
"zations for their partici-
n in homecoming events. 
BSU also hosted a suc-
ful Homecoming dance 
ay in the Grand Ballroom 
e Martin Luther King Jr. 
rsity Union. 
eally enjoyed the dance," 
hari Washington, a sopho-
nes tells 
out goals 
d future 
EVETTE PEARSON 
Editor in chief 
s Eastern becomes more 
urally diverse, some 
orities are making special 
rts to be a part of the 
le who make the deci-
s whether campus-wide, 
e streets and definitely 
e residence halls. . 
emetria Jones, a junior 
puter management major 
e first black president in 
berton Hall and she is 
ming part of the solu-
we didn't have 
h of a voice as to how 
money was being spent 
I thought that more of 
residents should have 
e of an input in what 
on in the residence 
she said. 
es took over as presi-
this fall and presides 
all hall meetings, repre-
the hall when visitors 
and helps to coordi-
ograms for the hall. 
ce pemberton has a 
rninori ty population, 
y minorities felt like 
ers," Jones said. "But 
s changed." 
t year during black his-
onth, she chaired the 
lack history celebration 
berton Hall. 
until today." 
ome of the residents 
know what the wall 
ntil they saw Martin 
King Jr. on the wall," 
"d. 
berton will have its 
1 hay ride and barn 
this November, fol-
by a Christmas vigil in 
ber and their annual 
Dance next semester. 
more computer management 
major. "It was well put together 
and everyone got along with 
each other." 
"(The dance) went real well," 
said BSU President Kevin 
Evans. "We had a really good 
turnout and I think everyone 
had a good time." 
The Homecoming dance also 
saw the return of several alum-
ni. 
"I was glad everyone came 
out to come together and sup-
port the event and have a good 
time without any incidents hap-
pening," said Lawrence Tucker, 
a 1991 graduate with a master's 
in Political Science. 
Also at the dance, the Duke 
and Dutchess were named. 
Crowned Duke and Dutchess 
were Aaron Bell and Karyn 
Mallett. 
"I was happy and surprised I 
was selected (as Duchess)," 
Mallett said. "I think both 
events (the dance and Duke and 
Dutchess competition) went 
really smooth. Each year (the 
BSU) put in a little bit more 
effort to make it more possible 
By VANESSA ALCORN 
Managing editor 
Today, many students enter 
Eastern with great expectations of 
graduation in one field, but after 
taking several courses in that par-
ticular field, they suddenly get a 
change of heart. This problem is 
also common for many minorities 
who attend Eastern. 
f. survey was done by Eastern 's 
Irlsfitlltional Research department 
to show in which areas minorities 
earned degrees. Studies showed 
that more minorities leave Eastern 
with degrees in speech communi-
cation, psychology, economics, 
home economics and political sci-
ence. 
John Coffey, an academic advi-
sor at Eastern, believes that he has 
a lot to do with minority students 
making career choices. Coffey said 
that he looks at each student per-
sonality and individual need and 
people to really get into the 
homecoming spirit." 
"(The BSU) coordinated the 
dance and the competition very 
well," Bell said. "When the 
BSU handles something, they 
do a professional job." 
An estimated crowd of over 
250 people attended the 
Homecoming dance. 
"I think the dance was really 
successful for BSU," said 
Shannon Ford, a sophomore 
physical education major. "It 
brought the campus closer 
together as far as greeks and 
non-greeks." 
BSU has set a goal to partici-
pate in more campus activities 
this year starting with home-
coming. He also said that the 
BSU will be directing more of 
its attention to minority con-
cerns on campus. 
The BSU currently has 80 
official members. Weekly meet-
ing are held at 6 p.m. in the 
Martinsville Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr, -
University Union. 
then tries to suggest a major in 
their best interest. 
MARI OGAWA/Assoc. photo editor 
The new student recreational center is being put to good use by every-
one, as senior elementary education major Tracy Knox and senior 
Shannon Markiewicz, a home economics major, master the stairmas-
of study appealing because they 
involve dealing with people to a 
high degree. 
"Speech Communications is a 
broad field that provides- students 
with flexibility," Coffey said. He 
feels that this major has its advan-
tages because in the job market 
graduates need to be able to com-
municate, relate and adapt to peo-
ple in their working environment. 
"In thi$ field understanding, lis-
tening and relating to people are 
important," Coffey said. 
Economics deal with people in 
relations to changes in the econo-
my. And many political science 
graduates opt to practice law which 
is a highly people-oriented field. 
Although there are other fields 
that deal with people and do have 
advantages, Coffey feels that 
minorities graduate in these fields 
more because of their ability to 
relate these majors with future 
careers. 
Eastern minorities cope with parenthood 
By ANTONIA E. RICE 
Staff writer 
Imagine balancing your time 
between writing term papers, cram-
ming for tests and socializing with 
friends. Imagine adding to these 
responsibilities feeding, clothing 
and caring for a child. 
For some Eastern students, want-
ing and having it all means not only 
earning a college degree in order to 
advance in the working world, but 
also raising a child to follow in 
their footsteps. 
"I can't be a traditional student," 
said Kelly Fletcher, a junior 
English major, who is also the 
mother of five-year old Mallory. 
"When I'm not caring for 
Mallory, I'm either studying or 
doing housework," she said. · 
According to Eastern's Research 
and Planning Center, exact statistics 
on the number of minority students 
who are parents are not available, 
since students are not required to 
file such reports. 
To obtain figures, Eastern would 
need a self-report would contain 
such information as place of local 
residence, whether or not students 
have children, and if they do have 
children, whether or not the chil-
dren live here in Charleston. 
Leaming to balance study time 
with family time was the most diffi-
cult problem students encountered 
when they're away from home and 
their own parents are not around for 
support. 
Yet, according to some students, 
it is a different fulfillment for par-
ents going to school. 
"My full schedule causes me to 
want to spend more time with my 
daughter," Fletcher said. 
"I study after Mallory's in bed 
which is around 8:30 or 9. Because 
she attends p.m. kindergarten and 
my classes start after 12, we spend · 
the entire day together," she said. 
Eastern student reflects on war experience 
By ELDON BOYD 
Staff writer 
When Jerry Abdul got called 
for active duty in operation 
"Desert Storm," patriotism 
wasn't the first thing that 
flowed through his veins. 
"I was petrified," Abdul said. 
"I couldn't believe that I had got 
called." 
A member of the Marine 
reserves and a senior Speech 
communications major attend-
ing Eastern, Abdul was called 
for active duty in the Persian 
. . 
. . ~ .. 
Gulf war last November. 
Abdul, however, did not actu-
ally fight in the war. Instead he 
served as a PMI (Primary 
Marksman Instructor) on the 
west coast. Abdul's job was to 
train soldiers before they went 
into Kuwait to fight against 
Iraq. 
Abdul said it was not always 
smooth sailing when training on 
the base. 
"I saw a lot of accidents," 
Abdul said. "One in which a 
soldier's Sixteen Caliber Rifle 
got jammed, and when he tried 
to clear it, it fell, and being an 
automatic, it went off and shot 
another soldier in the chest 
twice and killed him." 
Abdul said that there was a 
lot of racism between soldiers. 
"Black officers were not 
respected as much as white offi-
cers," Abdul said. Abdul said 
that soldiers made remarks that 
the black officers were incom-
petent and that they feared the 
bl.ack officerswould get them 
killed. 
About to go overseas along 
· with his unit, Abdul was injured 
during training and stayed at the 
west coast. 
"It seems that we were fight-
ing over oil, not democracy," 
Abdul added. "It all boils down 
to issues of power. We should 
have got the job done, and not 
have to face the fact that we 
might have to go back." 
Abdul felt that the troops 
received a lot of respect and 
support from the citizens of 
America. 
He will be discharged from 
the Marines Nov . 24 of this 
year . 
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A portrait in the 'Swamp Posse' re-educati 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Staff editor 
For some people, 1989 was the 
year of the Swamp. 
"We were very popular," said 
Tyran Cox-Bey, a junior and one of 
10 members of the "Swamp P,osse," 
a group of friends who served as 
party-starters and dancers in the 
black community at Eastern. "We 
started off just walking around on 
campus, because during the first 
weeks there was nothing to do. We 
had a little walk we used to do. We 
started introducing ourselves to peo-
ple and started holding little gather-
ings like games in Carman Lobby. 
We just got bigger." 
The "Swamp," made up of mem-
bers juniors Aaron Bell, Cox-Bey, 
Rick Davis, Monjero Elston, 
Anthony Jarret, Ron Lewis, Charlie 
Miller, Derek Newton, Kenny 
Young and senior Christopher 
Woods is probably the highest pro-
file group for the black community 
besides the Black Student Union 
and the fraternities. 
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 
Lewis attends the 
Technical Institute, Mill 
ber of BSU at Id 
pursuing a singing c 
attending Columbia Co 
They have even ad 
"members" in the gro 
Hadrian Hooks a 
Richardson. 
While attempting to • 
students in their own 
members were not gi 
reviews to the efforts 
administration to do the 
"I thinl<Eastem sucks 
minorities," Davis said 
little to help minoriti 
could do much more. It 
nantly white - there 
many minorities on c 
"When we got into the parties, 
they'd announce us on the micro-
phone, 'Swamp Posse in the 
house'," Elston said. 
CHRIS SEPER/photo editor 
Although still finding room for fun, Swamp Posse members Derek Newton, Aaron Bell, Mike Richardson, 
Tyran Cox-Bey an<} Rick Davis are also finding time for their studies. 
"Charleston doesn't 
ties period," Cox-Bey 
just Blacks or Hispani 
ing about everybod 
doesn't give the (fac' 
minority students. They 
duce anything like ( · 
ucts)." 
Cox-Bey pointed out 
are a lack of night clu 
stores, movies and other The group won BSU awards such 
as best friends, best partiers, along 
with Young winning most popular 
and Bell winning prettiest eyes. 
Their sophomore year brought 
even more honors, with a repeat as 
best friends, Cox-Bey winning best 
legs, Bell winning best dancer, 
Jarret winning prettiest eyes, best 
couple and best physique and 
Newton winning prettiest smile and 
best hair. 
"A lot of sororities wanted us to 
be their little brothers and stuff," 
Bell said. "Basically, everybody 
wanted us to be a part of an organi-
zation because they figured if one of 
us came, all of us would come." 
They were classified as "Party-
starters," "wanna be frat," "skilled 
dancers" or just some good time 
boys out to have fun. However, all 
the partying came to a close at the 
end of their first semester, when 
grades came in. 
"My first year, I did so much par-
tying," Elston said. "My mind 
wasn't set on college yet. I didn't 
even believe I was here, really. I 
was so much into partying and stuff, 
I messed up real bad. My GPA 
was ... we don't need to mention 
that." 
Elston was not alone, as only 
three members of the Swamp were 
able to stay above academic proba-
tion after the first semester. 
"It kind of slapped me in the 
face," Cox-Bey said. "If I ever got 
booted out of school, that would be 
a disgrace to me." 
As it turned out, the closeness of 
the group aided them in their stud-
ies, as they began to take group trips 
to the library and schedule classes 
together on their way back to aca-
demic security. 
"All of us have different majors, 
but we still have to take elective 
classes," Bell said. "We tried to get 
elective classes together, or at least 
some of us in the same class. That 
way we could study together and do 
homework together. It helped out." 
By their sophomore year, all of 
the members were out off academic 
probation. 
Along with the partying, studying 
and all the other things their lifestyle 
has dictated, posse members have 
also spent some time talking to 
freshman and helping them stay out 
of the problems they got into during 
their opening year at Eastern. 
"We're not ashamed that we 
messed up, because we know why," 
Bell said. "We use that to tell every-
body else; freshman year we kicked 
it strong, but we got bad grades. 
You don't need to do that. You need 
to look at our mistakes and learn 
from that." 
The Swamp message was to be. 
true to yourself and, more impor-
tantly, stay true to your grades. 
"You have to get your list of pri-
orities together," Davis said. "Keep 
your mind on the books and every-
thing else is secondary. You'll 
always have time for fraternities, 
partying, girls and what have you. 
You're down here to get an educa-
tion. There's no mother to help get 
you out of school and get to class." 
This isn't just some power-trip 
for the group either, Bell said. The 
intentions of the Swamp are gen-
uine. 
"A lot of people say you 're walk-
ing around like you 're philosophers, 
trying to tell us what to do," Bell 
said. "It's not that. We're just trying 
to help you out. Because if you 're in 
the MAP program (Minority 
Admissions Program) and you get 
bad grades, there's a chance they 
could kick you out. 
Everyone in the group is in some 
sort of activity, with Bell a current 
University Board Movie 
Coordinator, BSU member, Peer 
Helper and a member of the 
American Marketing Association. 
Cox-Bey is a member of the 
University Baptist Church Choir 
and BSU. The pair also team up and 
choreograph dances. Elston is in 
BSU and Health Physical Education 
and Recreation Club, Jarret is a 
member of the UB Human Potential 
Committee, while Brown", Newton 
and Woods are members of Kappa 
minorities. 
"They do a little just 
Davis added. "As little as 
After all the experi 
and the group have gone 
Bell wanted to again 
new freshmen remained 
their grades and kept in 
they were here. 
"Watch out for the 
aren't down here for sc 
said. "You can get in 
group and they can drag 
with them and you w 
know it until you get 
When you take those 
to your parents, the ones 
paying your tuition and 
ing, it's going to be a 
feeling when they see th 
lt's no joke to take bad 
to your parents, especi 
them paying thousands of 
have you down here." 
International perspective: 
Exchange students share their .views, experience 
By MARI OGAWA 
Staff editor 
Some people may never meet any interna-
tional students on car-ipus. 
However, there are 88 international stu-
dents attending Eastern this year and many of 
them are gaining experience in academics, 
sports and some school organizations. 
Treat others as you would want to be treated. 
'' 
more people to know about Malay · 
After his graduation in May, Is 
will go back to his country and try 
job. 
Yoshiko Oya, a sophomore ps 
Luciana Gomes major from Japan, has been in the 
two years and five months - a y 
months of which have been spent 
Before she came here, she at 
Three of these international students, 
Luciana Gomes, Norazha Ismail and Yoshiko 
Oya, had a chance to express their feelings 
about being in the U.S. and attending Eastern. 
Gomes, a sophomore political science 
major from Brazil, said that she has been fas-
cinated with the U.S. since she was a young 
child. She came to the U.S. in 1989 desiring 
to learn more about the culture here and meet 
She has made several good friends since 
she has been here at Eastern and she likes the 
way her friends treat her. "They treat me as if 
I am one of them," Gomes said. 
The most important thing Gomes has 
learned since she got here is, ''treat others as 
you would want to be treated." She said she 
was aware of the phrase before she came 
here, but she thinks it has been put more to 
In Malaysia, students start studying English language school in Chicago 
English in the first grade, Ismail said. They months and learned to speak En · 
learn grammar, but do not learn to speak "I have known English for 10 
English. "I really learned how to speak but if I did not come to the U · 
English four years ago in the United States," would never have learned how to 
he added. Oya said. 
new friends. use since she came to the U.S. 
"In Brazil, all students must study English Gomes is president of the International 
for at least five years, but the study of English Student Service, a resident hall assistant and a 
in my country is different," Gomes said. member of Model United Nations. Gomes 
"First, the students learn British English, yet has future plans to study international rela-
they never learn slang or conversational tions at a graduate school in the U.S. 
English." Ismail, a senior finance major from 
Gomes said getting used to the weather Malaysia, came to Eastern in 1989. Ismail 
was a proble~ for her. "I came to Illinois in speaks Quent English, but on his arrival here, 
!anuary. w~n it was around 40 de~s here, speaking English was difficult for him also. 
m Brazil, It was about I 00 degrees, Gomes ' "It was fairly hard to communicate for the 
said. "I still cannot get used to this kind of first time I was here " Ismail said 
weather." ' · 
Ismail, _ a once shy person, _ said • O~a felt t~at .she doe.s not 
American life style and his new friends influ- Enghsh education m !a~ is 
enced his personality and he said he likes students study Enghsh JUSt for 
Eastern because it is small enough to get to she added. 
know people well. . Oya has had interests in psyc 
Ismail said he did not have many problems high school she learned _from 
adjusting to the United States. "I am used to teachers that .psychol~gy is more 
eating American food in Malaysia, but I have and common m the Umted Sta~s. 
been having difficulties getting used to the . Oya says ~at s?e had more tune 
changing of the weather," he said. "It is mg and hobbies smce she came . 
al ways around 86 degrees all year in says that she ~es most of. her 
Malaysia." te~~ and to wnte for h~ maJor. 
Ismail said he tries to make more people I have to study twice as m 
aware of Malaysia. "Sometimes people ask students because of the language 
me where my country is," he said. "I want she added. 
By Mike Chambers 
ake an old discarded plas-
tic milk container, smash 
and _then straighten it so its 
wrinkled, broken-down 
ess. Paint the cap grey and 
int a black question mark 
the top of the cap - stick 
pieces of wire, maybe a 
t hanger wire cut in -two, in 
e bottom for feet, title it 
enopause" and you have 
t made your first piece of 
rbage art. , 
But don't call it garbage art. 
That is one point any artist in this 
e will stress. Those pack rats who 
er seem to throw anything away 
"Found Object Art" as an appeal-
way to express themselves. 
egardless, the garbage, er, excuse 
, Found Objects they . put together 
te an interesting way of recycling 
trash into thoughts. 
UW' . 
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"It's not a formal field. Perhaps it 
has been formalized, but its been 
around forever," said David Monk, of . 
the Educational Resources Center in 
Environmental Sciences in Champaign 
and himself a Found Object artist. "I 
would assume the cave men eating a 
chicken possibly made something from 
the bones." 
Monk described Found Object 
artists as those who can conceive 
interesting concepts from everyday 
trash - excuse me - objects. 
"It's (Found Object Art) often hilari-
ous. It runs the gambit of normal art 
but it lacks the facilities of convention-
al art," Monk said. 
For instance, often a Found Object 
artist doesn't use a traditional canvas 
and paint, but instead elects to con-
struct a collage of colors from maga-
zine clippings and some glue. 
"Often the perpetrator of the crime 
is the vernacular artist. An artist with-
out training," Monk said. "(For 
instance) you walk along the road and 
see a piece of flattened metal. It 
makes an interesting statement." 
The materials that these artists use 
for their art can be literally anything, 
from newspaper clippings to potatoes, 
and the guidelines of Found objects art 
are nonexistent. 
"The difference between garbage 
and this is when constructing some-
thing where the juxtaposition is inter-
esting. Balance an apple on a steak -
it makes an interesting statement," 
Monk said. 
Most Found Object artists are those 
environmentally conscience people 
who hate to waste anything. 
Like Ernie Whitworth, an associate 
professor of art at Eastern who has 
been doing this type of art for the past 
four years. 
Though Whitworth said Found 
Object art is only one of many types 
of art he uses he says he is a self-pro-
claimed pack rat and enjoys gathering 
the materials he uses for his art, such 
as the hundreds of colored buttons 
used in a collage he showed at the 
City Art display in the Charleston City 
Hall foyer. 
"The whole excitement of finding 
••• 
An old bicycle 
seat and rusty 
handlebars cre-
ates "The Bull" 
(above). Right, 
Eastern's Ernie 
Whitworth, dis-
plays pieces of 
his art, left, in 
his ever chang-
ing corner in the 
Tarble Arts 
Center. 
Photos by 
Ralph Sordyl 
Jr. 
• •• 
things and not throwing them away" is 
appealing to him. 
"It was amazing what they threw 
out," he said of residents near his 
Soho, N.Y. studio which he kept prior 
to moving to Charleston. 
Whitworth described one piece he 
constructed entitled "Junk Tool Trellis" 
as simply a trellis made from discarded 
hammers. "We used it for a bean trel-
lis," Whitworth said. 
Whitworth would hardly describe 
himself as a recycler yet his art is a 
form of recycling, and he would hardly 
describe himself as an environmental-
ist yet even in that area he is. 
He lives on a 20 acre farm north of 
Charleston where he planted 3,000 to 
4,000 pine trees in his back yard, 
which are now about two stories high. 
He has dedicated that land to a giant 
outdoor art studio a9d already has five 
or six pieces of art on the land. 
"It's like a Cathedral, " he described. 
"That's probably the most important 
recycling thing I've done." 
'-'" 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
In the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the fol-
1 owing days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmRE.D 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
Al>omON 
RIDES/RIDf.RS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
Foit. SALE 
lost &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Dorm size refrigerators and 
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle 
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 348-
7746. 
__________ 12/6 
START A LUCRATIVE BUSI-
NESS . LEARN THE ART OF 
PALMISTRY. CALL SUE 235-
5549. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Devel-
opmental Trainers needed to 
work with developmentally dis-
abled adults. Training and certifi-
cation provided. Full and Part-
time, start $4.60/hr. Apply in per-
son at 738 18th St. 
------~---12/6 
OVERSEAS JOB. $900-2000 mo. 
Summer, Yr-round, All Countries, All 
fields. Free info. Write I.JC, PO Bx 52-
IL03 Corona Del Mar CA 92625. 
__________ 10/24 
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING 
BREAK TRJPSI North America's #1 
Student Tour Operator seeking moti-
vated studen1S, organizations, fraterni-
ties, and sororities as campus repre-
sentatives promoting Cancun, 
Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama 
City! Call 1-800-724-1555. 
~--~ca.10/21-25,28-31,11/4-8 
ESTABLISHED BAND looking for 
Guitarist and or bassist CaA, Bob 345-
7312 or AOO; 581-2660. 
__________ 10/25 
FABULOUS FUNDRAISER! Earn 
$1,200 in 1 week. Frat, Soro, clubs, 
ANYONE. No investment 1 (800)348-
8046, anytime. 
__________ 10/24 
Bartenders wanted! Both male & 
female. Apply at Panther Lounge. 
7:30 p.m. tonight. 
__________ 10/24 
STUDENT CLEAN-UP PERSON. 
WORK WED. THROUGH SAT. 
AFTERNOON. APPLY AT TED'S IN 
PERSON. 12:30-2:00 (AFTER-
!'JOON). 
The ( 
oaily astern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
' Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
.. 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ .Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
llllBlflll: : . , .. : < " 
ADOPTION: Happily married, finan-
cially secure couple, wish to adopt a 
white newborn. Will give lots of love 
and security. Legal and confidential. 
Call 618-462-9144 Carol and Robert. 
__________ 11/6 
Dorm size refrigerator and microwave 
for rent. Cariyle Rentals 820 Lincoln 
St. 348-7746. 
__________ 12/6 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. 
Includes dishwasher, carpeting, cen-
tral heat & air. Close to campus. As 
Low as $130/month per person. Car-
lyle Rentals. 348-7746. 
__________ 12/6 
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished, Van Buren 
and 5th. Now or Spring Semester. 
348-5937. 
__________ 10/24 
Unfurnished 1 bedroom Victorian 
House. Fireplace. 1220 Madison. 
Married Couple, Grad, or Faculty. 
Avail. 12-15-91. 345-4742. 348-8413. 
__________ 10/25 
One bedroom furnished apartment 
available Spring semester. NC, dish-
washer, Close to campus. 
$300/month negotiable. 345-5287. 
__________ 10/30 
Urgent: female subleasor needed. 
own room. Electric and water includ-
ed. call Holly or Melissa at 345-4081 . 
_________ 10/24 
Housing for 2, 3, 4. close to EIU. Jim, 
C21 Wood. 345-4489. 
__________ 12/6 
Spling Subleasor needed. Furnished 
house-own room-excellent condition. 
Rent negotiable. 348-7058. 
__________ 10/24 
2nd Semester, own room, female, 112 
block from campus, washer & dryer. 
Call Molly 348-1537. 
_________ 10/25 
SUBLEASOR NEEDED M/F, Very 
Close to Campus, Spring Semester. 
150/mo. 348-8253-Jennner. 
__________ 11/8 
Classifieds Sell! 
_________ 10/24 
Sony CD player $50, Advent digital 
sound processor $!50. Four auto 
Bose speakers w/equalizer, digital 
radio cassette $200. More 345-7282. 
~----~~~~-1217 
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic stereo 
$125. Marantz Equalizer Amp. $60. 
Zenith 12" speakers $15. 348-5460. 
1217 
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM!FM cas-
sette, new tires, looks great, runs good 
75,000 miles $2300.00 348-0692. 
1217 
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very good 
condition $4,500. 1976 AMC Hornet 
good 850.00 345-6415. 
__________ 1217 
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100. Sizes 3 
and 5. Call Kelly after 6:30 pm 348-
7732. 
~----~~---1217 
For sale one Remington Electric 
adding machine CHEAP. 345-6797. 
...,...,--,..,---..,..--.,....,.---,,,,,..,---..,..~1217 
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks and 
runs excellent! Must sell $1,150 080. 
Call 581-5477. 
_________ 1217 . 
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint, dutch, 
tires. 104,000 miles. $2300 OBO. 
348-7825. 
--,-=-c---=-...,.-,----1217 
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with 
hard case. Good condition $275 call 
Blian 348-8703. 
__________ 1217 
'86 YAMAHA FZ 600 redWhite/blue, 
quick, low miles, new tires, runs great! 
Must sell, $2600 345-9129. 
.,,,----,--,--..,..-.,.,-,,-,,,,-,,....-,-1217 
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 9-11. 
Call Mary at 581-3215. 
.,....,.-~--,,-.,---,-.,,,----1217 
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and looks 
great. $750.00 348-1983. 
1217 
""'p=R=EF=o""'R""'M""'A""'n=ED~IB,.,..M.,....C=o~M~PAT. 
3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMPUTER 
DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE THEY 
LAST. BRAD 2836. 
~----~--~-1217 
Formals very nice. Lavender and royal 
blue. Worn once. Size 819. $25 080 
348-5541. 
ACROSS 
1 One-celled 
animal 
e Lumberman's 
boots 
33 Mignonette 
370vid's52 
38 Boeing 747 
65 Lies at anchor 
66 The Cottians, 
e.g . 10 Noah's eldest 
son 
14 Regard highly 
15"--aman 
with ' ... " 
18 -- Alto, Calif. 
17 Forward 
18 Caesar's 
co-star 
19 Shot and shell 
20 Mississippi-
Missouri. in 
U.S .A. 
23 Kmd of dog 
24 A basic part of 
matter 
2a Of the 
backbone 
manufacturing 
plant, in U.S.A. 
41 Kind 
42 Word with Bear 
or Dog 
43 Arrow poison 
44 Brother's 
daughter 
48 Labels again 
48 Expose to injury 
52 Kind of scan 
53 Grand Canyon, 
in U.S.A. 
58 Actor Jannings 
61 Biblical country 
62 Actor m "Love 
Story" 
87 Scouse is one 
88 Paris's --
polytechnique 
DOWN 
1 Of 
grandparents 
2 Hawaiian loin 
cloth 
3Authorof 
"Herzl" 
4 Clumsy fellow's 
problem 
s Poseidon's 
realm 
6 Early Britisher 
1 Casanova's 
delight 
a Capp's Sir --
Cesspool 
9 Barrel part 
10 Resort in N.C. 
11 A brother of 1 0 
Across 
12 Ulmaceous 
plant 
13Low 
-'-4-'-f~~i.=1-=-...,~+.=-+-=-~ 21 Meager 
.. 
" .. :. 
· .. -·. <··: 
. , 
220utward 
25 Prevalent 
21Thinks 
~~..;..;.i..,;;..j'""""" 27 Snow, in Sedan 
~..;..;.i..;:;...i.,_;..j""'""' 28 Confrere at 
Potsdam: 1945 
29 Made jaunty, 
with "up" 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter MacGyver 
6:30 Inside Edttion Entmt. Toni ht Married ... s ed Week Can Be Told 
7:00 Cosby Baseball 91 Mo~ie: Columbo Drag Racing Murder, She Movie : Trapped Sanford and 5lln 
7:30 Different World World Series and the Murderof Wrote This Old House L.A. Law 
8:00 Cheers Games a Rock Star Boxing Movie: Body kee Workshop 
8:30 Funny Women Heat News Talking Point MoV1e: Silent 
9:00 Of Television Prime Time w/ Jerry Landay Motive 
9:30 Live Mystery! 
10:00 ews ews ews 
10:30 Tonight M"A"S"H Love Connection SportsCenter Dad's Army Spencer: For 
11 :00 Current Affair Johnny B Equalizer Movie: Hire 
BOOTH LIBRARY will have General Library Tours from Oct 21-
Library-Meet on Main Level near the Public Catalog. These will 
days at 6:00 p.m., Tuesdays at 2:00 p.m., and Wednesdays at 1 
The tours will last about 45 minutes. Anyone welcome. (lnstru 
schedule class tours through Reference Services 581-6072). 
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Gospel of John Bible Study 
6:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. Learn how to study the Bible. 
using the.Gospel of John as a base. Everyone is welcome. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU has Communion at the Wesl 
Methodist Church Every Wednesday night at 9:30 p.m. This is a 
service. Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited 
in the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation. 
PHI GAMMA NU will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in Rm. 17 Lumpkin 
EMMANUAL SPEAKING EVENT will have a Mandatory Meeting 
6:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 114. This meeting is for all fundraisi 
sion of kick-off meeting on Sunday. ALL FUNDRAISERS MUST A 
PRE-LAW will meet today at 4:00 p.m. in CH 228. Mock trial and 
will be discussed. 
UNIVERSITY BOARD CONCERT COMMITTEE will meet tonlg 
p.m. in the Effingham Rm. This is a mandatory meeting. 
SCEC(STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN) 
today at 6:00 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in 
310. We will continue our letter writing campaign. New mem 
welcome. 
COLLEGE REPUBLICAN will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. iA CH 220. 
members welcome! 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will be sponsoring 
CAROL ARMSTRONG, EIU Home Economics professor, entrtled 
SENSE VIEW OF SEXUALITY" tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the C 
toon Room, Union. 
RHA will meet today in Lawson Hall. Dinner at 4:05 p.m. Meeting 
nght after. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconcili 
from 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. 
SINBA will have an Interview Seminar tonight at 7:15 p.m. in 2058 
Building. News Directors, Jack Keefe - WICD-TV, Dave Shaul -
Rich Larsen - WTWO-TV, & Kurt Sweeney - WTHl-TV will beg 
interviews. Question/Answer session will follow. 
MBA ASSOCIATION will have their monthly meeting tonight at 7. 
LH' 29. Speaker: Tim Buford, General Manager, AMPAD Co 
loon. 
EASTERN ART EDUCATORS(EAE) will meet today at 3:00 p.m. in 
302. All freshman and transfer students enrolled in an art class are 
Formerly IAEA, new officers and a new constitution. Come join usl 
APICS will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 122. Come 
members of the Lakeland Professional Chapter. All majors welcome 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eas 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a C 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, S 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted alter deadline WILL NOT be 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or 
conflicting information will not be run. 
38 
41 
44 
48 
63 
66 
30Leases 
32 Wife in Ibsen's 
"The Master 
Builder" 
47 Famed Hindu 
poet: 
1861-1941 
49 Clutches 
34 Stats for Rickey so White-plumed 
Henderson . bird 
35 Your, in Bonn 
36 Show the way 
39Santa--, 
Ecuadorean 
peninsula 
40 Kind of scale 
51 British author: 
1814-84 
54 Diving duck 
45 Memorable diva 
from N.Y.C. 
Duet 
Disney 
Little House 
o/tPraire 
Star Trek: The Coast to Coast Combat 
Next Generation 
WKRP Natural World H.S. Sport Action 
Arsenic Hall Boom in the Moon 
11:30 Late Night Hard Copy Night Line Motorcycle Racing Movie Brigadoon Gary Shandhng Glory of Their 
swim suit size 1 o. Ladies 
tags are attached $30.00. 
-5758. 
1217 
':;;25=-· consol---:-e -:;;TVc;-:;;c$1;--;:50-;:-.-;-Mar,.--antz 
(165 watts) $125/pair. Real-
440 All-band communicatiOn 
$150. More. 345-4426 after 
_______ 1217 
Aero 125 Scooter. Excel-
. n. $600.00 345-2333 or 
1217 
~.-;-M~T~X---::;:S~P~EA~K~E~R,,----;BOX 
RS #350. LIKE NEW. MARY 
-2917. 
12/6 
:-:--c--:G:-:-LX-:-:--::2:-"7dr-:bat-:-ch:--:back V-
Auto PS-PB cruise Am/Fm 
C 75,000 Miles. Excellent 
$3250. 345-3020 anytime. 
=:--:--:--:---=----,.-,-1217 
ate Lab. 6 mos old. $75. 
'4690 after 5 p.m. 
e--:-=--~=--=--~1217 
Escort, 2-door, AM/FM, 
erior, color white, 4/speed. 
oondtion. $1900. 345-9627. 
---:----;-----;;;----;-1217 
member selling good stuff: 
standardtele,Marshall8040 
bigitech PDS 20/20, Pro-co 
for all. 345-1377. 
PERSUASION 2300, Section, 7: 
Thanx to the best students a teacher 
could hope for. Words fail me, but you 
guys are something else. I won1 forget 
your kindness and thoughtfulness. 
Mike. 
-~-------10/24 
We Pay Cash for Broken gold jewelry, 
diamonds, class rings, gold or silver 
coins & collection modem & antique 
guns. The P<Nln Shop 518 6th On the 
Square. 348-1011 
1217 
~HA~LL~O~W~E=E~N~CO~s=T~U~M=E~R~E=NTAL! 
Huge selection - very reasonable 
rates. Be Smart! Reserve early. Call 
345-2617. 
_____ ca10/24,28,29,30,31 
$200-$300 for selling 50 funny college 
T-Shirts. Smaller/Larger quantities 
available. No financial obligation! 1-
800-728-2053. 
_________ 11/4 
Don't Forget about SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON'S early November Rush-
More info on the way. 
~---~-_.ca10/22,24 
MARK, DENNIS, JJ, PAUL, STER-
LING, ERIC, Thanks for the time and 
knowledge. I think it made a big 
impad on us. MARK L. 
_________ 10/24 
AMY WEISMAN, GET PSYCHED 
FOR SIG KAP MOM'S NIGHT. 
CANT WArr TO SEE YOU!! LOVE, 
MOM. 
_________ 10/24 
LISA SANFORD, Can't wait to see 
you, my Sig Kap baby, tonight at 
Mom's night. Get psyched. Love, 
Mom. 
~-c=-=-~==~~~10/24 
CHARLIE MARGGRAF, Can' wait to 
party with my 1st born son. See you 
tonight at Ike's! Love, Mom. 
10/24 
:--:Ho==Es=E=.-:L~E=T=·s~G=E=T~T=OG~E=THER 
AND DO IT AGAIN SOON. LOVE, 
HOLLY. 
_________ 10/24 
TONIGHT AT REFLECTIONS 
LOUNGE: BUD, COORS LITE 
DRAFTS $.75, 20 OZ. KILLIAN'S 
RED $1.75, MIXED DRINKS $1.25, 
BIG SCREEN T.V., DARTS, FREE 
-:---=:----:--==--10/29 POPCORN. 
Shadow, 700 c.c., 9500 10/24 
sel babe weekend. $1100 _ GET ~FOB.D-IE~ 
-. MOCK ll'ltERVIEWS wITH NEWS1 
~------10/24 DIRECTORS TONIGHT IN BB205B 
Chid's pet. Smat sheltie dog 
l:B:k. long hai". Answer to 
345-4191. 
10/24 
=-:-,;;Smal--;;-,;;Black:;--;--,Cat:;:-:-;-Dedawed-,,...--; 
. Small white spot on stom-
345-5567, leave message. 
10/24 
'"'".-:-:Wristwatch-;-:.--,--....,....,--at.,-the::--North,..,--, end 
on a chair. Claim at DEN. 
.-::-----=:--:-~:-:-=--:::-:--:--10/24 
: Dog, Black & White Husky. If 
pee call 345-&569. 
10/28 
,-,.-:four-(:-::4)-:-keys-.-=-y;=-wo-Carmen=-
house keys, they are on a 
RUlded ~ with a Green "g" 
flower. Thanks! If found, 
, Name: "Tammy". 
10/24 
:-::: Ray:--;:Band,---;--pr- escnp--:-. 7tio-n-;glasses 
case. Reward 345-9141. 
:-;-;---::;-:;::----'--;;:-:-.10/28 
: 4 keys: 2 Carmen, 2 House. 
on brown round strap with 
'G" and yellow flower. Call 
al5129. 
10/25 
=:"""Si,,-.ng-,le-:-ke-y.--=Ch:::--arl-:--eston--:-- Pub-
. Call to claim 345-4913. 
:;:--,-;---;-----;-,---.,....--10/28 
D: Alaskan Husky named 
Call 348-5273. 
10/28 
~o=-: -=o-:-:N-::T07H"'"'E=-=a-:-:Uc:-A~D-. 14KT 
CHARM BRACELET. CALL 
1 TO IDENTIFY. 
10/28 
::-.G=LA~ss=E=s'"""'1N~G=RA""'"'Y-,-,CASE, 
R 18 by softball field near 
Eastern News at 581-2812 
10/28 
::-.-:-;N;::-ECK=LA-=c:;::E-. plai-:-:.n-. chai-,-·n, in 
Rm. 207 on 10/23. Claim at 
lfll. 127 Buzzard, 581-2812. 
_______ 10/28 
______ 10/24 
AT7:15P.M. 
~--------10/24 
Don' miss yox chance to get a junlJ 
on getting a job. MOCK INTER-
VIEWS with TV news directors 
THURSDAY at 7:15 p.m. in 205B 
Buzzad. 
=-o-~.,...,.--,--- --10/24 
DAVE K.-1 hope you had a good time 
on your birthday. Fondly, 
GERTRUDE. 
_________ 10/24 
Suzy J. 1-Thanx for always being 
there for me, especially last week. 
Love, lllin' 
~~-------10/24 
RUNT: I hope you get some l<K:e this 
weekend. Gunther. 
~------;-~~10/24 
Panther Lounge tonight, $.1 O Draf1s, 
$.75 Pitchers, & $.50 Chicago Long-
necks. 
_________ 10/24 
POPCORN: You are my one and only 
love. Leave EASTER and oome <Nlay 
with me. Love, SCHMELL Y. 
_ _ ____ _ _ _ 10!24 
Lambda Chi Alpha-Thank yoiJ for the 
gorgeous flowers. You guys are the 
BEST Homecoming partners and 
neighbors. We love you!!! The Ladies 
of Delta Zeta 
--,--- -------10/24 
Congratulations to all organizations 
during homecoming week! The 
Ladies of DeltaZeta. 
_________ 10/24 
Sigma Kappa and Sigma Pi: great job 
over homecoming week and winning 
1st in movable parts. The Ladies 6f 
Delta Zeta 
_________ 10/24 
Susan Car1son, You're doing an <N/e-
some job as decorating chair. Your 
time and work is appreciated. Love, 
your DeeZee sisters. 
_________ 10/24 
Brad Kirk and Homecoming Co-
chairs: Homecoming was truly 'Beau-
tiful''. You guys did a great job! The 
Ladies of Delta Zeta 
_________ 10/24 
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Signa Phi 
Epsilon, way to go on sportsmanship 
during homecoming. "Lean to the 
left .. ." The Ladies of Delta Zeta 
=-.,,...,.-~.,-----,-,-----,-,10/24 
Shelbie Ashmore and Jayme Nelson: 
Your ''love and stress" paid off. A job 
well done during homecoming. Love, 
Your Delta Zeta sisters. 
~~~~~~~-:-~10/24 
KARA DRISCOLL - Thanks for a 
great time Monday night and for all of 
the beautiful things you game me. 
You are the best mom a little pig could 
ask for. Love, Julie. 
_________ 10/24 
Jennffer Benton Happy 19th Birthday 
one day late! I'm so glad you're finally 
areal person. Love Ya, E. 
_________ 10/24 
Spring Subleasor needed: Two bed-
room apartment very dose to cam-
pus. 4 1/2 month lease. Call 348-
5916. 
_________ 10/25 
TIE DYES: long sleeve and short 
sleeve, multi-colors. Now available at 
the Athletic Department. Check 'em 
out 
_________ 10/30 
Erin Peterson: I can't wait to see you 
tonight. You are a beautiful baby! 
Love, Mom. 
_________ 10/24 
JEN DIETLIN: I'm so proud to have 
such a beautiful baby! Get psyched for 
tonight Sig Kap love - Mommy. 
==--:--=~~~---10/24 
BETTY GOCEY" Your mama loves 
you! Can't wait 'Iii tonight. Sig Kap 
Love, Mom. 
_________ 10/24 
Jeny DeRouin: I can't wait to see my 
beautiful daughter tonight! Sig Kap 
Love, Mom. 
~--------10/24 
To my beautiful baby. SEAN weeks. 
Can't wait till tonight. Sig Kap love, 
Mom. 
10/24 
=oA""'"'WN..,.,,...,....,.L..,,.1v=E,.,..N'""G-=oo-=-=o-:--! =cA""'"'N'""T=-WAIT 
UNTIL TONIGHT. SIG KAP LOVE, 
MOM. 
_________ 10/24 
Caroline, Get psyched for tonight. I 
canl wait to get my beautiful knockout 
kid. Sig Kap Love, Mom. 
10/24 
=FA~R__,RAH~~M~E~IS~:~CAN~=T~W....,.A~rr~UNTIL 
T(X\JIGHTI SIG KAP LOVE - YOUR 
MOM. 
10/24 
=pau1---,-asz=· -ek-,-of..,...Signa=.-. _,,Pi,,...·:-=ean___,_, wait to 
meet you tonitel Get ready to drink! 
Love.Mom. 
_________ 1Ql24 
Homecoming co-dlairs and advisors: 
I had a wonderful time working with 
you and I learned a lot! Thanx for the 
memories! Big Hair I. 
HEIDI DUNNETI - Sorry I can't be 
there for you tonight! You're the best 
daughter I could ever ask for! Have an 
<N1esome time tonight!! Sig Kap Love, 
Shannon. 
_________ 10/24 
LESLEY: CHEER UP!! IT WILL ALL 
WORK OUT! GOOD LUCK 
TONIGHT! LOVE, SHANNON. 
~-------~10/24 • 
Paullette Lanzi: Hope you're having 
an <N/esome week. See you tonight! 
Your secret Buddy. 
_________ 10/24 
Angie Calandro: Get psyched for 
tonight! Sig Kap love, Mom. 
_________ 10/24 
ANN SCHWABAUR: Can't wait until 
tonight! Sig Kap Love, Mom. 
_________ 10/24 
Just Spence's 1148 6th - Create your 
own costume. Open through Hal-
loween 1-B p.m. except Sunday. 
_________ 10/31 
The SIGMA CHI FOOTBALL TEAM 
would like to thank ALL of the fans 
who supported us during the past sea-
son - THANK YOU. 
_________ 10/25 
Congratulations to JASON WEISNER 
of Pl KAPPA ALPHA and KERRY 
MULLINS of ALPHA PHI for getting 
lavaliered. How was the Lake Pig? 
From your Pike Brothers. 
_________ 10/24 
TARA RIGBY: I can' wait until tonight! 
We're going to have a blast! Sig Kap 
love, Mom. 
_________ 10/24 
Hey ev9fY0119? Did you get your Big 
Wheels T-SHirts yet? On Sale Now 
Only $5. Call 348-5404 for yours now! 
===-==-=-~=-==-=---c--.-10/25 STEVE DANIELS: Congratulations on 
being named LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
brother of the week. 
_________ 10/24 
LIZ ADAMS: YOUR MOM CAN'T 
WArr TIL' TONIGHT! GET READY 
TO HAVE FUN! 
--~--~---10/24 
Alicia Mangrum, Get psyched for 
Thursday niglt. Love, Your Mom. 
. 10/24 
~---=--:-----c-:-----,-10/24 Christopher Hollyday Quartet Univer-
Amy Cusimano, Keep up the hard sity Union Grand Balroom TONIGHT! 
work <ilring plec9ngl You're doing a 8 p.m. $3 S1udents w/l.D. $5 General 
~P,\l~ LC~''9A:c;vgoaraan/f~.f ,. PU;iilp .• .- ~- : •F- 10/24 
TERESA UHL - I love my beautiful Sig ~ Delta Rho inlonnal rush toniglt 
Kap tmyl Can' wait Iii toniglt! Love, at 700 at 719 Li1oOO (;;ooss from 7-
Mom. 11 ). For rides and info. call 348-0783. 
~~,,..,....,~==---,,--~10/24 10/24 
MICHELLE YEO - I'm wat:hing you! DAWN WIRTH: Your mom LOVES 
You're doing an awesome job with you and can' wait until toniglt!!I Sig 
pledging! - Love your Guatian Angel. Kap Love, _Mom. 
_________ 10/24 _________ 10/24 . 
MINDY SEXTON - Keep up your ANGIE STEPHEN: Can' wait to go 
good job with pledging! Have fun this out and party tonight!! SIG KAP 
weekend! I'm watching you I Love, LOVE, MOM . 
Your Guarcian Angel. 
_________ 10/24 
KERRY VOIGHT: Did you think I for-
got you? Never! Keep up the good 
work! Watching you always - Your 
GA 
_________ 10/24 
Sar.V1 W: I am so excited to have you 
as my daughter! Can' wait to spend 
more time with you - you're the best! 
~Phi Love, Tracy. 
_________ 10/24 
10/24 
,...,Kappa--,Delta,-,-_,,Rho,,.-informal~---.,.-rush-,.-toniglt 
at 7:00 p.m. at 719 Lincoln (across 
form 7-11 ). For rides and info. call 
348-0783. 
~~~~~,----~10/24 
SIG NU'S - We had a geat time last 
week. All our hard work paid off! You 
guys are awesome! Remember -
Blood makes the grass grow!! Love 
the PHI SIGS. 
_________ 10/24 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Wm-I fl. ORIN\::' Of- tl\Af:s\C, 
t:UXIR,CALVIN TURNS 
\-\ltvSE.Lf IN\JIS\BLE._ 
/0·~ 
Doonesbury 
ANf)NOIU/7'5MYGRfATPRIVl-
lE6B 70 ~70 YOU 
?WAY'.5 FUNT O' ure-
MICHA&l- J. IXDlesBl.JR'f 
OFNWY~ar11 
J 
,\1,.... 
~ ,,~ 
DELTA CHI: The Ladies of ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA would like to thank 
you for a great homecoming! 
_________ 10/24 
Frogger, Congrats babe! You don't 
know how happy I am for you! Don't 
forget I'm always here and I love ya, 
Durks. P.S. You're an e~! 
_________ 10/24 
DELTA ZETA'S & LAMBDA CHI'S 
Congratulations on winning Overall 
Spirit Award. Love, the Alpha Garns. 
~-~~,--~--~10/24 
Sigma Pi's & Sigma Kappa's Congrat-
ualtions on getting First Place for 
flatbed moveable parts! Love, The 
Alpha Garns. 
_________ 10/24 
Pike Football Teams: Great job wtth 
Rnal Fours in both leagues. Quality. 
From your Brothers. 
-=-----.,-----:-~~10/24 
Congratulations to the following Phi 
Sigs-Sig Nu: 2nd place flatbed ASTs -
Oleta Sigs: 3rd place flatbed Alpha 
Phis-Sigs: 3rd place window painting 
from the men of Lambda Chi Alpha. 
~-.,,,---.,------,---10/24 
Bill, Don't forget to test the merchan-
dise before your purd}ase. OH! Love, 
MOnika & Shelley. 
_________ 10/24 
Hey Lambda Chi's & Delta Zeta's: 
Thanks for all the hard work, It paid off 
... again. Congratulations! Brian. · 
_________ 10/24 
De Ann, Have a great week! You're 
an awesome pledge sister. Phi Sig 
Love, YOur Secret Sis! 
~.,...--,..,...--,--,------10/24 
Chris Koz, You are an <N1esome all 
geek brother! Phi Sig Love, Karla 
-=-==---.,-,-~----.---.=-10/24 
APICS will hold a meeting Thursday 
at 700 p.m. in Lumpkin 122. Special 
. Guests will be Mattoon's Professional 
APICS members. All majors wel-
come. 
=---....,...,------10/24 
Scooter, You are a wonderful 
tricyd&friendl! (My lit1le soootQ Phi Sig 
Love, Karla 
_________ 10/24 
To the best flag football coad1es ever! 
Thanks Eric, Aaron, and Kizzy! Love, 
the PHI SIGS. 
SARAH BAUM, Have a great week! 
Your AGO Guardian Angel loves you. 
~--------10/24 
LISA KURSELL - You're Guardian 
Angel has been watching you and 
you're doing great Alpha Garn Love? 
_________ 10/24 
ASTs - Thank you for an awesome 
Homecoming week! It was great. The 
men of DEL TA SIGMA PHI. 
-=---,.--,--~-_,.-,--10/24 
Congratulations to Tom Johnson and 
Brian O.Ven of DELTA SrGMA PHI for 
making the Honorary Order of 
Omega 
-=--,---~-,--,---10/24 
Sherra Hart: Get ready for tonight! 
You're Sig Kap mommy loves you! 
~~~~~-=---~10/24 
PAT SHEEHY, Congratulations on 
Homecoming. You are <N/esome. We 
love you, buck and Nuckles. 
_________ 10/24 
RACHEL TONEY: You'.re the best ltt-
tle sis. Have a great week. Delta Zeta 
love, Carol. 
_________ 10/24 
Chris Richardson: You are an awe-
some A-G Bro! Have a smoke on me! 
PHI SIG Love, Kris. 
=-,-----,--....,,..,----.,,10/24 
To the women of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma; Thanks for all your hard work 
during Homecoming! Love The men 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon. ' 
-,-----:--,--,---10/24 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MATI!! O.S. 
28x's on the 13th. Love you, Ang. 
,--~--,--,--~----.10/24 
TO THE MEN OF MARGARl-
TAVILLE: We had a geat time party-
ing with you. Love the moms and 
dauglters of Tri-Sigma 
_________ 10/24 
Bosco: Oh boy! Oh boy! Oh boy! 
Happy 22nd birthday! MJCh love and 
much com! Love, Reel. 
10/24 
~S..,...CO..,...TI~H~U-M-B~A-R~D--~W-E=L~COME 
BACK WE'RE GLAD TO SEE YOU 
MADE rr BACK IN ONE PIECE! THE 
EXEC BOARD! 
_________ 10/24 
Wodee Keep the faith. I hope you 
have a good weekend. I LOVE YOU. 
KindDuke. 
~,...,...---.,,~-.,--,...--,-10/24 10/2.4 
TAM .xlANG-YoubOlh dd an awe- ~ HEATHER CROSS- I hope you're 
some job wil'I Homeoomiig! THANK having a great weekl Your 
YOU! Love yox Phi Sig Sisters. GUARDIAN ANGEL is wat:hing rN8l 
--------~1Ql24 you! 
Karen Schnell - Happy 21st Bi1hday! .,.....,...,=-=-.,.-,-,-~=:-::o-:---~-10/24 
Hope this birthday is better flan Hal- LARISA WHERLEY, Keep up the 
loween last year. Tequila! Christine GREAT job will pledging. We are so 
and TlllB. proud to have you as M ~ Gan 
_________ 10/24 sister! Love Your Guadan Angel. 
To the Sigma Phi Epsilon walleyball 1Ql24 
players, thanks for such a fun season JIM ERDMAN, Get excited for Barn 
- You guys are awesome! Love ya, Daice. We'R have a blast!! Thanks for 
~Garns. the night cap the other day! Love, 
_________ 10/24 Sand. 
JR. PANHEL DELEGATES: Thanks ~-~-----,.--10/24 
for all the work on the cookies and Boom Boom, I got spurs that jingle 
Exam Snacks. Fire up for bowling! jangle jingle. Love, Monika & Sheley. 
Love you guys, Maggie. 10/24 
10/24 Advertise in the Daily Eastern News 
~A.,--M""'Y'""'E--,007W,..,.A°"'R=o""'s,..-.--=s,.,...u=s-,-A:--:N-=BAUM, Classilieds.You11begadyoudd. 
LORI STRONG, and BRIDGET 10/24 
PAULEK: Congratulations on Hon- Sell Your Unwanted Items in the Daily 
orary Order of Omega! We are so Eastern News Classifieds. You wonl 
proud of you! Love Your AST Sisters. regret it 
_________ 10/24 _________ 10/24 
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Defensive unit strives 
for better execution 
By R.J. GERBER 
Sports editor 
While Eastern 's offensive 
unit has been racking up the 
most total offense in the 
Gateway Conference this season 
with 399 .8 yards per game, the 
defense is near the bottom of the 
league in many statistical cate-
gories. 
And with a week off to pre-
pare for a visit to Southern 
Illinois, Panther head coach Bob 
Spoo said his squad has to get 
back to the basics. 
"There's some concern cer-
tainly," said Spoo, of his 
defense, which surrendered 240 
yards rushing to Illinois State 
last Saturday. "We have to just 
find a way to come up with a 
plan that is more effective in 
terms of shutting down the run." 
Included in the Redbirds' 
240-yard ground attack was 197 
from Toby Davis, who is second 
in the conference. Spoo said it's 
imperative for the Panther 
defense to improve, which is 
last in the league in team total 
defense. 
"That's a real concern to to 
the defensive coaches to come 
up with the right combination 
and plan not to give up that 
many yards rushing," said the 
fifth-year coach. "We have to be 
sound fundamentally." 
The 3-4 Panthers are ahead of 
only Indiana State in rushing 
defense and are trying to fight 
their way out of the cellar in the 
pass efficiency defense and team 
scoring defense categories. 
WANTED: 
Randy Melvin 
Eastern is allowing 22.6 points 
per game. 
Eastern defensive line coach 
Randy Melvin said his segment 
has to strive to get its job done. 
"We have to improve on our 
execution," said Melvin, a 1980 
graduate of Eastern and former 
member of the grid squa.d. 
"We've got to put ourselves in a 
position to make the play. We're 
trying to put the kids in the best 
position to win." 
Melvin added that although 
Davis was a force, he expects 
the same from Southern, when 
Eastern invades McAndrew 
Stadium Nov. 2. 
"(Davis) is a big kid," he said. 
"All the things said and written 
about him are true. But every 
team in the league has got great 
running backs. Southern has a 
couple of horses that can brutal-
-ize you or run by you." 
"*****· HEART-STOPP~G. HAIR-RAIS~G. BRF..\TH-TAIDG Sl'SPE~SE: 
\1ml.Minlrl \\\tl"\11 
HEPHE\ rnG 11lll.\~ GOLD .~H 
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GRAND 
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(. '· (. ·' " ' (. ' (. ' ' " ' ' ' 
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Winfield, Blyleven releas 
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) -
Outfielder Dave Winfield and 
pitcher Bert Blyleven, longtime 
major league stars who have 
passed 40, are being let go by 
the California Angels. 
list after having shoulder 
surgery on April 16. 
1989, compiling a 17-5 
with a 2.73 earned-run 
He was 5-7 with a 5.24 
1990 when his should 
The Angels said in a state-
ment Wednesday that they will 
not pick up the 1992 options on 
the contracts of the pair, clear-
ing the way for them to become 
free agents. 
Winfield, who last Aug. 14 
became the 23rd player to hit 
400 career homers, also became 
the oldest player ever to hit for 
the cycle when he singled, dou-
bled, tripled and homered in a 
game against Kansas City. 
bothering him. 
He underwent arthr 
surgery on Oct. 1, 1990, 
problem with his shoul 
tinued, and the extent 
rotator cuff damage was 
ered during another 
procedure last April. 
Winfield, who came to the 
Angels from the New York 
Yankees in 1990, hit 28 homers 
and drove in 86 runs this season, 
hitting .262 while playing in 
150 games. 
Winfield's homer total was 
his highest since he hit 32 in 
1983 for the Yankees, and his 
150 games was the most since 
he appeared in 156 for New 
York in 1987. 
Blyleven, acquired 
Angels from the Min 
Twins after the 1988 se 
During 262 games with the 
Angels, Winfield had 4 7 homers 
and 158 RBis. 
with California. 
He remains 21 wins 
Blyleven, a right-hander, 
spent the season on the disabled 
Blyleven had a• fine season in 
his first year with the Angels in 
300. 
Redskins won't change nickna 
HERNDON, Va. (AP) - The Washington Redskins 
said Wednesday they have no plans to change their 
· nickname despite planned protests from Native 
Americans who say the term insults their heritage. 
"Over the long history of the Washington Redskins, 
the name has reflected positive attributes of the 
American Indian, such as dedication, courage and 
pride," the team said in a statement. 
The American Indian Movement, which has coordi-
nated World Series protests against the Atlanta Braves 
and their tomahawk-chopping fans, said Tuesday that 
they will begin picketing Redskins home games once 
the Series ends. 
Similar protests have been lodged in the past, most 
recently in 1988, but the Redskins have insisted that 
their team insignia - an Indian head in profile, dressed 
in war paint and head dress - is in keeping with the 
proud, strong heritage the team is trying to project. 
But the A.I.M. and other Native American rights 
groups argue that the term "Redskin" is a racial slur, 
and they also complained that Redskin fans who don 
head dresses and war paint make a mockery of Indian 
tribal and religious customs. 
District of Columbia Mayor Sharon 
said Wednesday that she would be willing to 
the issue with American Indian groups. 
"I'd like to hear their concerns," she s · 
would not want to do anything that suggests 
sitivity by the District of Columbia." But 
added that the issue rests largely with the 
ship. 
The city and Redskins owner Jack Kent 
engaged in the final stages over a deal to · 
80,000-seat football stadium in the district, 
officials are wary of antagonizing the 
owner. 
Other local jurisdictions have offered to 
the stadium if negotiations with the distri 
down. 
The team became the Redskins in 1933 
club was located in Boston. Prior to that, it 
known as the Braves, but team officials d 
change the nickname in order to avoid confus' 
with the National League's Boston Braves, w 
tually moved to Milwaukee and then Atlanta. 
.,, I. • · . . ft,.,, 
. - ""'' 
TUTORING SCHEDULE 
FALL 1991 
'_ . . ' ;: 
~ of Orientation 
ACCOUNTING 
M 9:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 
T 8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
W 11 :00 a.m.-Noon 
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
R 8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
1 :00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
F 11 :00 a.m.-Noon 
CHEMISTRY 
LH229 
CH207 
CH297 
CH109A 
CH207 
CH109A 
CH207 
CH107 
CH207 
1050, 1300, 1315, 1410, 1415, 1510, 1515 
M 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 
T 4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
W,R 3:00 p.m.-5:00p.m. 
COM 2810 
M-F 11 :00 a.m.-Noon 
ECONOMICS 
M,W,F 9:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
TR 9:00 a.m.-Noon 
1 :00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
FINANCE 
M 9:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.1J1. 
T 3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
W 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
R 8:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Spanish 
T,W,R 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
German 
M,W,F 11 :00 a.m.-Noon· 
T,R 10:00 a.m.-Noon 
425S 
425S 
415S 
CH202 
CH317 
CH317 
LH229 
CH207 
CH109A 
CH109A 
CH207 
CH105 
CH105 
CH105 
French 
M 1 :30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 
T,R 1 :00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
W 8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. 
F 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
HISTORY 
M,W 
T 
MATH 
10:00 a.m.-Noon 
9:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
M-R 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 
F 10:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
M-R 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 
PHYSICS 
M,W,R 9:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m. 
1 :00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 
T 10:00a.m.-11:00a.m. 
1 :00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
F 9:00a.m.-10:00 a.m. 
READING CENTER 
M-F 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
and by appointment. 
Workshops for PPST and State Teacher 
Certification Exam offered. For information 
contact 581-57~8. 
WRITING CENTER 
M-F 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
M-R 6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 
SCHEDULE COMPILED BY: 
THE ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE CENTER 
Thursday, October 24, 1991 
aves win on sacrifice fly in ninth 
'A (AP)The Braves have led for only six 
9 innings in the Series so far, but evened it 
y the Twins vehemently protested. 
a.m. Wednesday. 
"I was able to get around him and touch the plate 
with my hand." After Lemke's one-out triple, Mark 
Guthrie intentionally walked Jeff Blauser, Steve 
Bedrosian relieved, and Willard, a 12-year journey-
man, stepped up and.hit a high fly to right field that 
pushed the drawn-in Mack back. 
vision replays, though, seemed to show 
twisting past Harper just enough to win his 
World Series game in the same day. He sin-
me the winning run in the 12th inning at 
m. Wednesday. 
of bumped him on the shoulder and went 
him," said Lemke, who singled home the 
run in the 12th inning of Game 3 at 12:42 
The ball seemed to hang and blow toward the 
infield, and Mack got a running start and made a 
strong throw a few feet up the line. 
ngers beat LA; Habs top Quebec 
YORK (AP) - Doug 
's tie-breaking goal keyed 
oal third period as the 
rk Rangers rallied from 
deficit to beat the Los 
s Kings 7-2 on 
y night. 
ht beat Daniel 
ume with a 30-footer 
right side to snap a 2-2 
FORD, Conn. (AP) -
itmore made 33 saves 
first career shutout and 
won its fifth straight 
vercoming a lethargic 
o periods to hand San 
seventh consecutive 
ELL SHORT, 
AVE LONG" 
Ads at 
ii Eastern News 
WORDS FOR 1 DAY 
FOR ONLY $1 
R SALE ITEMS 
ONLY! 
the Business Office 
place your ad. 
d's Cleaners 
ed on S. 4th St. 
dthe j Coleman Hall Lawson Hall 
5 B 
-12 
~~ ., 
PJINTHER I LOJ!!!...GE 
ONIGHT 
tot I 
-oms I 
PITCHERS .J 
The NHL's newest team out-
played and outhustled the 
Whalers through 40 minutes, 
outshooting them 15-8 in the 
second period alone, but 
Whitmore was perfect. He's now 
5-1-1 with a 1.84 goals-against 
average. 
Jets 3, Red Wings 2 
DETROIT (AP) - Paul 
MacDermid 's tie-breaking goal 
midway through the third period 
gave Winnipeg a 3-2 victory 
over Detroit, snapping the Red 
Wings' three-game winning 
streak. 
MacDermid's game-winner, 
his first goal of the season, came 
off a goalmouth scramble. 
· Tim Cheveldae stopped Dean 
Kennedy's original shot, but 
Darrin Shannon scooped the 
rebound to MacDermid, who 
fired it into the open net at 8:31 
to keep the Jets unbeaten (2-0-2) 
on the road. 
Canadiens 3, Nordiques 2 
MONTREAL (AP) - Petr 
Svoboda's goal at 3:22 of over-
time gave the Montreal 
Canadiens a 3-2 victory over 
Quebec, extending the 
Nordiques' winless streak to 
seven games. 
Sylvain Turgeon originally 
was credited with the game-win-
ner, but an official scoring 
change after the game gave 
Svoboda his first goal of the sea-
son. 
~sarty's 
Today for lunch: 
Steak n' Cheese w /fries $249 
tomorrow: Italian Beefw/fries $2.99 
$2 Quarts 
(Light &.. Budweiser $225) 
tonlte: $ 1 Cheese fries 
• ......... Iii I Pr~e~~~~t? i 
g *Free Pregnancy Testing I 
~ *Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives I 24 Hour Hotline ~ . 345-5000 
L Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach I i~~ 
RESTAURANT & CATERING 
ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED 
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN? 
409 7m STREET 345-7427 
National Marketing 
Company Needs People 
With Good Phone Voices. 
Earn $5 per hour 
Guaranteed PLUS 
Bonuses 
To Apply call 
348·5250 EOE 
11 
a~f.Jb'-' ~,~! ~./ 
ON THE SQUARE 
CHARLESTON 
THURSDAY 
STEAK NIGHT 
8 Oz. Choice 
Charbroiled Sirloin, 
Homemade Fries, Slaw 
$6.95 
5-9 p.m. 
IMPORT DRAFT 
DAY 
All Import Drafts 
$1.50 
Guinness, Harp and 
Double Diamond Ale 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Fri. l l a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sat. l l a.m. - 3 p.m. 
f"mPI Bar Hours • 
--.i lla.m.-la.m. 
Give Them a 
Keal Treat 
F.T.D. Halloween 
Boo-quet 
$22ID2 
Ghostly Balloon 
Boo-quet $1 SQQ 
Noble Flower Shop 
503 Jefferson .. 345-7007 
:-:f~AT--TEn-·s-i-~l 
I~ . I 
: Thursday : 
bQ.B. NITEJ 3 25¢ HOT DOGS & POPCORN Ou 
p also 
~ 64 oz. Pitchers $1 50 6 $1 00 --Mixers · N 
Prize Drawings : 
I NO COVER l 
1 (8-10w/coupon) 1 L----------------------~ 
AeMeaA!~ B!A!J!11 
U!JO uazOJ:J lm. ~s ri\ 
w 
Warbler Yearbook 
RETAKES 
SJ9Ll~l!d lm·~s 
IOLIS ouar ~SL. 
of Individual Portraits 
Date: Oct. 24-25 and Oct. 28-31 
Time: 10:00 a.m.-1 :45 p.m. & 3:00 p.m.-7 p.m. 
Place: Shelbyville Room - 3rd floor Union 
•• 
-}· 
-- f' 
File photo 
Eastern graduate Stan Royer will look to make the 1992 St. Louis 
Cardinal roster. 
Down south 
Eastern grad Royer to play 
in Puerto Rico this winter 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Associate sports editor 
With the exception of those 
players on the Atlanta Braves 
and the Minnesota Twins the 
baseball season is over and the 
players are at the beginning of a 
five-month break from the 
game. 
Yet for those· younger players 
who are struggling to make it to 
the big leagues there is no off-
season. Many of them opt to 
head south and play in winter 
baseball leagues to improve on 
their skills in the off-season. 
Former Eastern Panther All-
American and current St. Louis 
Cardinal, Stan Royer, is one of 
the many young players heading 
South this winter. On Sunday, 
Royer, along with Cardinal 
teammate Bernard Gil~ey, will 
head to Puerto Rico to play in 
one of those winter leagues. 
Royer, who w1s acquired 
along with rightfielder Felix 
Jose from Oakland for Willie 
McGee, and Gilkey will be in 
Puerto Rico for at least two 
months playing for the Ponce 
Lions. 
"It is something that I need to 
do at this point," said Royer, 
who spent most of 1991 at the 
Cardinals Triple A Louisville 
minor league team before being 
called up by the Cardinals in 
September. "I need to get some 
more at bats in, play some first 
base and get ready for spring 
training." 
Royer has played third base 
throughout his minor league 
career, which dates back to 
1988. And if he can make the 
adjustment to first base over the 
winter, his chances of making 
the Cardinals in the spring are 
better. 
With Todd Zeile currently 
occupying third base and regu-
lar first baseman Pedro 
Guerrero apparently on his way 
out, the rumors around the 
Cardinal organization have been 
that the it would like to move 
Royer, who hit .286 in his short 
stint with St. Louis, over to first 
base. 
"I played first base a very lit-
tle bit in college, but it isn't that 
hard of an adjustment," said 
Royer, whose younger brother, 
Rick, was the every day third 
baseman for the Eastern 
Panthers this past spring. "I 
practiced at first base at St. 
Louis and I don't think it's a big 
adjustment (from thirdbase to 
firstbase ). 
"I imagine I won't know 
where I fit in until they decide 
what to do," said Royer, refer-
ring to possible off-season 
moves by the Cardinals. 
His late season stay in St. 
Louis was the result of a fine 
year he had playing for the 
Louisville Cardinals of the 
American Association. After a 
rocky start, Royer belted 14 
home runs, 29 doubles, drove in 
74 runs and hit .254. 
"I enjoyed the big league 
experience," the Charleston 
native said. "It was good to get 
the chance to play at the major 
league level and I didn't feel 
like I was overmatched. 
"I felt pretty comfortable of 
what I accomplished there (St. 
Louis), had fun and did well 
enough to show people that I 
belonged there." 
St. Louis surprised the 
National League Eastern 
Division by finishing second to 
the Pittsburgh Pirates last sea-
son. 
Panther keeper 8th in Midw 
By KEN RYAN 
Staff writer 
What a difference one day can 
make. 
Goaltender John Gouriotis 
was on the verge of signing a 
professional contract when 
Eastern head coach Cizo Mosnfa 
g~ve him a call on the phone. 
Gouriotis, from London, 
Ontario, Canada, was all set to 
play in Canada when Mosnia 
called to offer him a scholarship. 
tests and has started 10 
Fellow sophomore Eric 
has been in the net 
Gouriotis has been on 
lines. Gouriotis is the 
leading goaltender 
Midwest, with a goals 
average of 1.05. He 
ranked in a number of o 
egories, including 
played (945), most sa 
and most shutouts (fo 
two shared). 
Despite some pr 
Gouriotis said that he 
generally happ.y with hi 
mance this season. 
"I was supposed to sign a con-
tract on a Tuesday morning with 
a pro team in London, the CSL 
(Canadian Soccer League)," 
Gouriotis said. "But Cizo called 
me and asked if I was interested 
in a scholarship and I've been 
here ever since." 
John Gouriotis 
"I've been kind of ha 
my performance," G 
said. "There has been a 
downs in some games, 
takes that have cost u 
goals, but overall I ju 
hard to do my best." 
The 20-year-old Gouriotis 
said that gaining an education 
was the most important reason 
why he decided to attend 
Eastern. 
started being a goaltender when 
I was about 12-years-old," he 
said. "I played on a national 
team in Canada and a Provincial 
team while I was there and it 
was the first team to do that, but 
it is fun here at college." 
Gouriotis is coming o 
weekend performance i 
he gave up one goal 
Wisconsin-Green Bay 
went on to shutout N 
"One reason that I came here 
was that I wanted to go to 
school," Gouriotis said. "I didn't 
want to stay around Canada, I 
wanted to come here and live 
life here and try it out." 
Gouriotis, a speciai-education 
major, said he could not be hap-
pier playing at Eastern. Illinois. 
While in Canada, Gouriotis 
enjoyed much success playing in 
high school. He attended 
Saunders High School, but 
because of political reasons he 
transferred to West Minister. 
"This is great," Gouriotis 
said. "I couldn't ask for anything 
better. I'm getting money to 
come play soccer and go to 
school." 
During Gouriotis' 
mance, the Panthers w 
able to come up with a 
Northern (0-0) and a 
Green Bay ( 1-0). 
"I have been playing soccer 
since I was 4-years-old and I 
In just his sophomore season, 
Gouriotis has played a majority 
of the minutes in goal for the 
Panthers and is having a produc-
tive season so far. 
"It's a bit frustrating, 
playing my game and 
control the rest," Gouri 
"We were unlucky, we 
scoring and they got on 
goal in against us." . He has appeared in 12 con-
Gateway Football Notebo 
While the Big Sky Conference has been noted 
for its passing, the Gateway could soon become 
known as a running conference. The conference 
has three running backs ranked among the top 
seven in the Division I-AA rushing statistics 
through the first eight weeks of the season. 
Indiana State's Derrick Franklin, Illinois State's 
Toby Davis and Eastern 's Jamie Jones are the 
three rushers in the top seven, all of which have 
passed former Southwest Missouri State star 
DeAndre Smith's Gateway career-rushing mark of 
2,138 yards. 
• Panther defense getting back 
to the basics to prepare for 
Southern Illinois. Page 10 
Franklin leads the Gateway and is second in the 
nation with 131.57 yards per game, Davis is fifth 
with 129.29, and Jones, who is currently the 
Gateway career rushing leader with 2,915 yards, 
is ranked seventh with 121.71 yards per game. 
Both Franklin and Jones are seniors, while Davis 
is a junior and could pass Jones as the all-time 
leader next season. 
Several Gateway players had career-best days 
last Saturday. 
• Franklin ran for over 200 yards for the second 
time in his career with 203 yards in a 68-19 loss 
to the Bears of Southwest Missouri State. 
• Bear quarterback Paul Carney had a career-
high 111 yards on six carries for a pair of touch-
downs and was four-of-nine passing for 36 yards 
and a touchdown against the Sycamores. 
• Kevin Hart of the undefeated Gateway-lead-
ing Western Illinois Leathernecks had a season 
best of 135 yards in Western's 21-20 victory over 
Southern Illinois. 
• The Salukis' Anthony Perry rushed for a 
career-high 160 yards and a touchdown in the 
same game. 
• Davis pulled in his second conference offen-
sive player of the week award with a 197-yard 
rushing effort in the Redbirds' 37-28 loss to the 
Panthers. 
While the offense put up big numbers 
the weekend the members of the defensi 
had some good days as well. 
• Southwest Missouri's Adrion Smi 
Davis, garnered his second player of th 
award this year when he intercepted thr 
in the Bears' victory. Included in those 
his first career touchdown - a 16-yard INT 
• Eastern 's Tony Farrell picked off his 
pass of the year and recovered a fumble 
Illinois State. The senior is 11th in the na 
four interceptions. 
• Southern Illinois' Dwayne Summers c 
a season-high 13 tackles, including eigh 
against Western Illinois. 
• The Leathernecks' Elzie Barnett 
sparkplug of the Western defense with 15 
10 of which were solo, had an intercepti 
broke up a pair of passes. He also interc 
Saluki two-point conversfon late in the 
seal the Leathernecks' one-point victory. 
In Southwest Missouri State's 68-19 w 
of Indiana State, the teams combined to ti 
14 Gateway records. 
• Records tied include: Most passes ha 
cepted (4, Indiana State's Kip Hennelly' 
pass interceptions (3, Southwest Mis~ 
Smith); Most passes had intercepted, t 
Indiana State); Most pass interceptions, 
Southwest Missouri). 
• Records broken include: Most PATs 
(8, Richard Grote Southwest Missouri); 
rushing attempts, two teams ( 119); Most ne 
ing yards, team (480, Southwest Missouri)· 
net rushing yards, two teams (757); Most 
touchdowns (8, Southwest Missouri); Most 
team (68, Southwest Missouri); Most poin 
quarter (27, Southwest Missouri); Most 
first half (47, Southwest Missouri); Large 
gin of victory (49, Southwest Missouri). 
- Compiled by Don O' 
